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This project is a case study with particular emphasis on the business 
strategies. Media-Go Engineering Limited was established in 1990 to capture the 
market of sound reinforcement system installation. The business went through 
drastic changes in four years, expanded the original business into three new 
business realms : electronic presentation systems, videoconferencing systems and 
lighting control systems. 
Electronic presentation system is the modem counterpart of traditional 
white boards, overhead projectors and transparencies. Videoconferencing system 
is an extension of the electronic presentation system to allow parties using 
telephones to see each other while talking. Control of room lighting is function 
within the electronic presentation system that can be isolated and expanded into a 
separate product - lighting control for specific locations such as hotel suites. 
The shift of core business was more emergent than deliberate. The merit of 
the management was in its prompt response to new technologies and market 
trends. The generic strategies of the company has been alternate application of 
Differentiation-Focus Strategy and Cost-Focus Strategy. 
• The major strength of the company is the adaptability in rapidly changing 
technological and market environment. 
• The main weakness is the reliance on suppliers. 
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• The main opportunity is the growing need for electronic presentation system 
and visual communication through telephone lines. 
• The major threat is the entry of substitutes backed by intensive research that 
are beyond the capabilities of the subject company. 
In view of these, it is suggested that the company should : 
• Keep its technological sensitivity with efficient system of collecting 
information from periodicals, exhibition, seminars, etc. 
• Mitigate reliance on supplier by backward integration 
• Expand the market vertically to firms in the same trade as existing clients. 
• Extend the market horizontally to firms in different trades. 
• Form alliances with vendors of promising substitutes. 
I have also looked into the company structure and cost structure of 
products. It is suggested that the existing structure, best represented by the 
Mintzburg Entrepreneurial Structure, be gradually transformed to a Mintzburg 
Machine Structure to reflect the change of emphasis from innovation to providing 
integrated services. As for the cost structure, it is suggested that the low-
efficiency, shared sales office should be replaced by a high-efficiency, combined 
workshop and office in flatted factory buildings in decent locations. 
The simple pricing system using markup and overall percentage 
engineering charges should also be abolished. Engineers and technicians will 
have to keep time records to build a more logical costing system. 
V 
Media-Go Engineering Limited has been successful in changing its tack 
several times to catch the opportunities in its course. The suggested actions will 
further transform the company into a more matured, systematic and efficient 
organization. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
In 1984，five young entrepreneurs formed Audi-Gospel Broadcasting 
Limited to tap the market of audio-visual services in Hong Kong. The founders 
hoped that it would become a Christian enterprise. It went under in 1986. 
To continue the dream, Media-Go Engineering Limited was formed in 
1988 by two founders of the original company. It was envisaged as a niche 
player between the crude public address systems used in churches and those 
sophisticated systems used in theatres. The founders soon found that, at least 
for the target market, the desire for good sound systems was much less than that 
for low costs. 
Through co-working with interior designers, they installed some audio-
visual systems in boardrooms in 1990. In addition to just hooking up the 
equipment, it was also required to link all equipment to a central console which 
also controls complimentary room elements like lighting and electricity 
operated curtains. Switching between different forms of presentation during 
business meetings was reduced to push-button simplicity. 
In 1992, they undertook a pilot project on videoconferencing at Citibank 
Plaza. It is a technique enabling meetings to be held in the electronic medium 
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using a coordinated system of cameras, monitors, control devices, transmission 
devices and digital telephone lines. 
The present lines of business are electronic presentation systems, 
videoconferencing systems and lighting control systems. The customers are 
advertising agents, trading firms, securities companies, public utilities vendors, 
domestic users，broadcasting companies, hospitals and educational institutes. 
MEL has a workshop at Chakuoling, details of which are given in 
Appendix 4. Kaimy Leong, the salesperson, runs an office in Wanchai for other 
businesses. MEL shares part of the office as the sales office. The apportioned 
costs of the office are reimbursed to Kaimy through commissions. 
Purpose and Planning Horizon 
The purpose of this project is to arrive at recommendations in a five year 
planning horizon. The expected result is a report giving the business owners an 
appreciation of the present status of the company, the opportunities available to 
them, the threats facing them and the action plans to cope. 
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Names 
The following names will be used throughout the report: 
MEL Media-Go Engineering Limited 
Tony Tony Yeung, Chief Engineer, major founder 
Patrick Patrick Yeung, Software Engineer, Tony's brother 
Choi Anthony Choi, Hardware Engineer, workshop chief 
Happie Happie So, book-keeper, wife of Tony 




The methodology is outlined with the following diagram : 
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Exhibit 1.1 Methodology Outline 
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Sources of Information 
Interviewing the Key Personnel 
Tony Overall company development, history, clientele, 
other players, new technologies 
Choi Specialised applications, hardware design 
Happie Accounting information, cost/price relationship 
Data were gathered from the accountant on operating costs, revenue, etc. 
As the company does not have a sound accounting system，it was unreliable to 
extract data from the books. Instead, generalised data was provided by the 
accountant. 
Periodicals and Publications 
Product information are readily available from trade publications. 
Periodicals frequently used by MEL were read in detail. Data were also 
collected from published materials，mainly Government and trade publications. 
Visits 
Visits were made to several projects including church projects carried 
out in 1989，the turn-point project for Philip Morris, the boardroom project for 
StarTV and the videoconferencing project at Citibank Plaza. To appreciate 
more about the potential developments, a visit was made to a manufacturer of 
remote surveillance and security system, Honeywell, in Brisbane. 
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Company Files 
Tendering information were collected from company files to track the 
system development and bidding policies. 
Selected Proprietary Supplier 
Due to particular importance of the PictureTel, a visit was made to 
Jardine Office Systems to attend a seminar on the product. 
Strategic Planning Model 
A more detailed strategic planning model is illustrated by Exhibit 1.2. 
Company Profile 
The Company Profile is presented in five parts : 
History and Mission 
A brief account is given on the predecessor to trace the ideological 
heritage. The various stages in the formation of MEL since 1989 is also given 
to describe the relations between members of the organisation. 
The mission of the company is simple : 
TO BE A CHRISTIAN ENTERPRISE 
The "Christian" part covers the objectives, presentation, internal 
operations and limitations of running a business within the Christian ideology. 
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Exhibit 1.2 Strategic Planning Model 
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a money-making organisation including the company's perceived role in a social 
context. 
Product Systems 
The core product is the electronic presentation system, more commonly 
called the audio-visual system, which is the electronic counterpart of the 
traditional system of overhead projectors, transparencies and slides. It is an 
coordinated system of signal sources (video cassettes, laser disks), monitoring 
devices (television, video projector) and audio devices (speakers, amplifiers). 
The centerpiece of the system is a specialised computer controlling the 
operation of all components. 
One extension of the core product, the videoconferencing system, is 
X 
achieved by adding video-cameras and camera control devices to the 
presentation system. Conferences can then be held in the electronic medium 
via telephone wires. The videoconferencing extension can be expanded for 
remote surveillance and control of machinery 
The console also controls other room elements, like lighting, to match 
the need of every presentation occasion. This fimction can be expanded into a 
separate product - specialised lighting control for offices, factories and hotels. 
As product development is an essential part of the business, the research 
and development system of MEL was studied. The present system mainly 
consists of gathering information from periodicals, exhibitions, seminars, etc. 
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A review was also made on the price/cost relation, productivity and 
bidding policies. 
Organisation 
The Mintzburg Model was used to describe the organisation structure. It 
comprises a simple entrepreneurial configuration with Tony as the strategic 
apex. Weak points in the organisation were identified and recommendations to 
change the structure were made. 
Environmental Assessment 
The Environmental Assessment was done in four parts : 
Markets 
A survey was made on the clientele in 1990 to 1994. Clients fall into 
three groups : 
Percentage in 
1990 -1994 
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/ systems as a crucial part FINANCE • • / O 
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I system subject to TRADING 
\ J desirable costing REAL ESTATE 
I I Clients who would stick to _ 。 / 
I traditional systems if not HOSPITAL / % 
\ ^ y pushed hard 
Exhibit 1.3 Market Segments 
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A detailed synopsis of the client behaviour in each group was made on 
price sensitivity, expectations and future developments. The potentials of the 
first two market groups were estimated. 
Macroenvironment 
I looked at the macroenvironment from the following aspects : 
• Trend of rents and prices of office premises 
• Economic growth in Hong Kong and China 
Competitive Environment 
The players are grouped into three categories : 
SOUTH CHINA , 
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O z INU KLAYtK AUDI-GROUP i 
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HAVING INSTALLATION CAPABILITY 
Exhibit 1.4 The Players in the Industry 
• The competitors are those who compete directly with MEL for projects. 
They can replace MEL, usually by controlling substitutes to the key 
components. There are three competitors identified. 
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• The allies are those who strategically want to co-work with MEL to seek 
mutual benefits. They are trading firms that control some key components 
or having advantages in reputation, company size and connection but do not 
want to keep an installation team. 
• T\vQfollowers are those who do not have the technology, connection, supply 
of components or labour force to undertake a foil project. MEL selectively 
transfers technology to them in exchange for their services in minor 
installations forming parts of the main system. 
Strengths and Weaknesses 
The strengths of MEL are : 
• Close interface with key suppliers 
• Technological know-how 
• Low-overheads arrangements 
• Small team dynamics 
The weaknesses are : 
• Reliance on supplier 
• Low productivity 
• Lack of quality assurance 
Opportunities and Threats 
The opportunities are : 
• Popularity of presentation in the electronic medium 
• Need of visual communication 
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• Trend towards sophistication 
• Flow of technology 
• Chinese market and China Effect 
The threats are : 
• Control of key equipment by competitor 
• Emergence of proprietary product 
• Technological follower turning into competitor 
Strategic Objectives and Plans 
The strategies were given in two parts : the strategic objectives and the 
strategic plans. They reflect the three lines laid down earlier : the "HOW", 
"WHAT" and "WHO" issues. 
How Does the Company Operate ？ 
Process 
No substantial change is proposed 
Productivity and Capacity 
Reduce the engineer to technician ratio from 3 : 2 in 1994 to 3 : 6 in 
1996, to be implemented in two stages. 
Organisational Restructuring 
Add a technostructure by employing a general manager, employing a 
permanent clerk, firing the part-time clerk and reducing the commission rate to 
5%. The move is towards a more machine-like Mintzburg structure. 
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Facilities 
Replace Kaimy's office with MEL's own office. 
Credit Situation 
Pursuit 50%, 35%, 15% payment arrangements with clients and set up 
bank facilities for credit line to be used for Letter of Credit. 
Pricing and Cost Control 
Set up a time record system for engineers and technicians so that the 
present bidding system employing markup and engineering charges can be 
replaced with a proper costing system. 
What Does the Company Produce ？ 
Research and Development 
Continue collecting information from periodicals but set up clipping, 
filing and retrieval systems. Establish policies in attending exhibitions and 
shows. 
Maintenance 
Given high profits and steady incomes associated with maintenance 
works, assign one technician specifically for the work. 
Quality Assurance 
Start preparing for achieving certification under IS09002 aiming at 
certification in 95/96. 
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Who Are the Customers ？ 
Upgrade Clientele 
Screen clients by profitability and further job potentials. Based on 
available resources, give priority to those with possible serial jobs. 
Direct Clientele 
Scale down contacts of clients with agents (e.g. Kanny) and increase 
contacts with direct employee (e.g. the general manager). This will give the 
company long term stability in the clientele. 
Improve Image 
Improve clients interface, achieve IS09002 certification and move out of 
Chakuoling when tenancy expires after 95/96. 
Segmental Marketing 
Expand horizontally in Group 1 clientele to customers in the same trades 
and continue to charge high prices for the latest technologies. 
Expand vertically in Group 2 clientele to customers in different trades 
and continue to charge lower prices for technologies transformed from that used 
for Group 1 clients. Seek serial job opportunities to fiirther lower prices by 
standardisation. 
Do not pursuit active marketing for Group 3 clients. Keep client pool for 
good connections and possible market for other products. For example, hotels 
are not keen customers of electronic presentation systems but they are excellent 
clients for room lighting control system. 
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Chapter 2 
HISTORY AND MISSION 
History 
The detailed history of MEL and its predecessor, Audi-Gospel 
Broadcasting Limited, is given at Appendix 1. I want to highlight the two 
major reasons leading to the failure of the predecessor company : 
1. Lack of real expertise 
It relied heavily on the technological expertise of one of the founders that 
was later found to be flawed. 
2. Wrong market 
It targeted on a market which could not afford its products. 
The founders of MEL took great care not to fall into the same traps by 
setting two objectives focusing on these two pit-falls : 
1. Technology oriented 
They picked areas un-invaded by the large companies with rapidly changing 
technologies. Large companies have an advantage in research capabilities 
but are slower to react to changes in the market, giving MEL leverage on 
them. 
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2. High value-added market 
MEL focused on a market segment which relies heavily on electronic 
presentation system for their business and operations. As these clients have 
a high profit margin, they can afford a larger markup on the cost of goods 
sold to them. As part of the strategy, MEL also secured another segment 
which have the same needs as those of the first, though to a lesser degree. 
They are more price sensitive. 
Historic Strategies 
Using Porter's generic strategies as a reference, MEL abandoned from 
the start the strategies of cost-leadership and differentiation to go after a focus 
strategy. Whether the founders were aware or not, there are good reasons 
behind that: 
Cost-Leadership 
About two-third of the project price goes to the purchase price of the 
components. MEL cannot go for cost-leadership by providing the same quality 
of product at a lower cost because the major cost group is not controllable. An 
equipment supplier would be in a better position to forward integrate and 
outperform MEL on prices. 
Differentiation 
Again, the functions of the system are largely controlled by the 
equipment supplied and the major equipment are more or less equally 
accessible by all competitors. It is difficult, but not impossible, for MEL to 
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differentiate from the competitors by creating an unique value from the same 
building blocks. 
Focus 
Instead, MEL chose to focus on specific clients by customising the 
system for each of them. Towards the first group of clients (the Group 1 
clients), MEL played with a Differentiation-Focus Strategy. This was done by 
focusing on a narrow segment, such as the advertising agents, and differentiate 
from competitors by providing the unique control programmes and system 
layouts for their business type. 
MEL then standardised the technology, bringing the cost down and 
seeked markets in the second, cost-sensitive group. It was done by focusing 
again on another narrow segment, such as the trading firms, that would like to 
use control programmes similar to those used by Group 1 clients but are 
unwilling to pay the same high price. MEL thus switched to Cost-Focus 
Strategy on the second group (the Group 2 clients). 
There is a cyclic pattern : 
^ Quality Oriented Clients 
/ Differentiation- \ 
f F _ � I 
Pro-active Pre-emptive- | 
V ^ C o s t - F o c u s ^ J / 
Price Oriented Clients jS 
Exhibit 2.1 Cyclic Pattern in Focus Strategies 
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It is also an example of Outpacing Strategies. This is illustrated in 
Exhibit 2.2. Take the remote control unit as an example. This core device is a 
sophisticated "universal control" which controls the operations of all 
equipment, dims the lights, closes curtains, opens shutters, etc. 
The first pro-active move was introducing a multi-function remote 
control unit custom-made for the customer. This added value, creating a 
differentiation advantage and the product is focused on the Group 1 clients. 
Then other systems were allowed to share the technology and were charged a 
lower price. This became the pre-emptive move, creating a cost advantage and 
the product was focused on Group 2 clients. 
The Mission 
The original company Audio-Gospel Broadcasting Limited was formed 
with the mission of spreading the gospel. There was an ideal - a Christian 
Enterprise. Audi-Gospel Broadcasting Limited did not survive to testify that 
concept but this goal became the major reason for the formation of MEL. 
A distinction was drawn between this ideal from the Christian 
Organisation. Examples of a Christian Organisation are bible seminaries, 
missionaries, etc. People working in these organisations are, the founders 
thought, subject to less pressure and challenge than those making a living in the 
real world. The Christian badge serves as a buffer, canceling some pressure 













































































































































































































































The ideal was therefore rooted on the belief that a Christian Enterprise 
can prosper while defying the malpractices of the business world. Tliey went 
on fuitlier to believe that a organisation as such would receive more blessings 
and have devine support in survival. 
Parallel consideration was made on the option of active Christian 
performance in secular organisations. No attempt was made to compare the 
relative credit between the two modes of Christian practice. Yet the founders 
believed that for those who are prepared to withstand extra pressure both 
spiritually and financially, running a Christian Enterprises would create an 
environment for the gospel to flourish. The Christian practice would have a 
fuller realisation in the "employer" role as compare to the "employee" role. 
The mission can be viewed in two parts : Christian and Enterprise : 
Christian - Honesty 
The founders took great care to ensure that statements made to clients 
are in good faith. The element of honesty was particularly upheld to resist the 
idea that dishonesty is an indispensable element of business success. 
Christian - Reliability 
Customers can rely on MEL for being fairly treated and keeping 
promises. The best effort will be made to ensure reliability of systems installed. 
MEL will not evade any responsibility on system performance. 
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Christian - Internal Relations 
A higher standard of employee interaction was sought after above the 
calculative "work-for-the-bucks" attitude. Employers took care to manage staff 
as co-workers instead of part of the machinery. MEL did not aim for an "all-
Christian" organisation but will ensure that all employees are fairly treated. 
Enterprise - Problem solving 
One mission of an enterprise is to solve the world's problems and create 
a better world. The founders believed that from the sound reinforcement 
systems in churches to the electronic presentation systems in boardrooms, they 
were improving the world's environment. 
Enterprise - Profit making 
The motto is "Money is not sin, but the misuse of it is." MEL can 




INDUSTRY AND PRODUCTS SYSTEMS 
Define Industry 
The industry can be defined by two characteristics : computerised 
controls and simplified operations. The core business of MEL is to provide 
integrated control, by employing computers, on a network of equipment to 
simplify the operations for untrained personnel. The control computers are 
simple eight-bits CPUs customised for specific functions. The programmes are 
always specialised programmes written for each situation and stored as EPROM 
(Erasable Programable Read-Only-Memory) or on floppy disks. 
The custom-built hardware and custom-written software are installed for 
customers with other equipment, such as telecommunication devices, to fulfill 
the specific needs of the clients. System integration, computer control and 
simplification of operations materialise into three products : 




The electronic presentation system is also called the audio-visual system. 
The videoconferencing system can be considered as an extension of the 
electronic presentation system while lighting control is an expansion of a 
control function in the electronic presentation system, viz.: 
VIDEOCONFERENCING 
\ Y ELECTRONIC 
PRESENTATION 
^ ^ SYSTEM 
Exhibit 3.1 Scope of Industry 
Position of MEL in Industry 
MEL is a mid-stream player in the industry and a small company among 
the others. The services provided by the major players in the field is 
summarised in Exhibit 3.2. The scope of business is further illustrated by 
Exhibit 3.3. The core business is at present vertically integrated to capture 
three market segments. For simplicity, only the possible forward and backward 
integration for the electronic presentation system are shown. Similar 
integrations are also present for the other two segments. The major 
involvement of MEL upstream is the provision of simplified systems with 
limited self-built equipment. Trading of equipment is left to the strategic allies. 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The business of MEL is the design, installation, testing, programming 
and maintenance of electronic presentation systems and videoconferencing 
systems. These two systems are independent of each other but in many cases 
they are integrated into one, as follows : 
PTO」™ I 
I r z r ^ 
I CONTROL FOR 
| — CENTRAL CONSOLE I VIDEOCONFERENCE 躍 • 
I SYSTEM 
MICROPHONE 
I CODEC 一 MODEM _ ^ T O TELEPHONE 
^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ LINE 
LIGHTING. VIDEO AUDIO | 
CURTAINS. ETC SOURCES SOURCES | 
命 i 命 
I T 
REMOTE I REMOTE 
COrnROL I COMTROL 
UNIT I UNIT 
Exhibit 3.4 Overall Product System 
The Electronic Presentation System 
The left portion is the electronic presentation system. It is a network of 
audio-visual source equipment and monitoring devices forming a system that 
can be used to conduct a presentation through the electronic medium. Its 
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traditional counterpart is the white board, slide projectors, overhead projector 
and transparencies. 
The service MEL provides is not only supplying and hooking up the 
equipment but in the selection of suitable equipment, system design and 
programming. Actual installation work is rather standard and can be done by a 
sub-contractor. 
A typical system would have the following equipment: 
Audio sources Video sources 
audio cassette recorder laser disk player 
digital cassette recorder (DCC) video cassette recorder 
digital audio tape recorder (DAT) visualiser 
audio compact disk player TV broadcast tuner 
audio broadcast tuner slides 
Signal processing Output devices 
control console video projector 
power amplifiers speakers 
equalisers 
Controlling these devices by their respective remote control units would 
be complicated and clumsy for the layman, especially in front of clients. The 
job of MEL is to integrate the system : to provide a central console that controls 
all actions of the component equipment. 
In addition, the central console also controls other room elements to 




The right portion is the videoconferencing system. It involves sending 
visual images down telephone lines so that parties using the telephone can, in 
addition to hearing each other, see each other. The additional equipment 
needed are those for capturing images, those for capturing sound, those for 
sending these signals down telephone lines and those for receiving them. 
The device used for capturing visual images is the video camera. It 
converts light images to electro-magnetic signals that can be processed, 
transmitted and stored. The camera controls needed are the pan-tilt-zoom-focus 
actions. 
Microphones used in videoconferencing must provide hand-free 
operation and cope with moving sound sources. The first requirement is 
basically a problem in feed-back control. The second one mainly relates to 
polar characteristics of microphones. 
A separate remote control unit is needed alongside that of the electronic 
presentation system but the two control units are often integrated into a single 
touch panel unit. The console controls the pan-tilt-zoom-focus action of the 
cameras, switching of the microphones and operations of the CODEC. 
The main function of CODEC, for "Coder-Decoder", is to compress the 
signal at the transmitting end and de-compress it at the receiving end. 
Compression of data is done by representing a string of characters by a code 
which occupies a lot less space than the original string. It is needed for speed. 
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security and, most importantly, for delivering jerk-free pictures attainable only 
by sufficient frame frequency. 
The MODEM, for Modulator-Demodulator, is a device for transmitting 
digital signals along telephone wires that were designed primarily for 
transmitting analogue signals. 
Lighting Control 
The central console also controls complimentary room elements such as 
dimming lights. MEL has successfully expanded it into a separate service and 
marketed lighting control in hotel suites. Different combinations of dimming 
can be preset, either by the management or the guest, and called up from a 
panel when needed. 
The Value-adding Process 
A simplified value adding process, the business system, is shown at 
Exhibit 3.5. Five value-adding steps, Jobl to Job5 are allocated to analyse the 
cost system. The highest value-adding steps are Jobl- research & testing，Job3 
-detailed design and modification and Job 4 - installation and tuning. 
The present pricing system is based on markup on each equipment and 
an overall engineering charge. The amount of markup on each equipment 
depends on the accessibility. 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. Specialised proprietary products not available in the open market. These 
include the central control system, COCEC and MODEM. 
3. Custom-built devices include mounting brackets，interconnect cables, 
equipment cabinets, etc. 
The control software is always supplied by manufacturers of control 
consoles. MEL uses equipment from CRESTRON in most projects. It relies 
very much upon CRESTRON because very often requirements of clients can 
only be met by customised hardware and software directly from the 
manufacturer. MEL can only make minor adjustments to programmes and 
equipment to suit site conditions. MEL therefore keeps a strong link with 
CRESTRON on hardware and software development. 
CRESTRON and AMX 
Being the core component of all systems installed by MEL, we will look 
at the two major suppliers in some detail. Both suppliers do not have a sole 
agency policy in Hong Kong but as the supplier-user interface is essential in 
specifying the exact equipment needed, switching costs are high for both the 
supplier and the user. MEL has a good working relationship with CRESTRON. 
AMX is more attached to a major competitor of MEL, Linfair. MEL used some 
AMX equipment but was unable to do so without going through Linfair and 
could not have meaningful dialogue with AMX directly. 
The advantages of CRESTRON are the more user-friendly software, 
more acceptive to design changes and the control programmes are more open 
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towards no-site modifications. The disadvantage ofCRESTRON is the clumsy 
appearance of the remote control unit. 
AMX has more appealing remote control units but the programmes are 
less user friendly and less accessible for on-site adjustments. 
As products of the two manufacturers have similar performances and 
programming difficulties are not their concerns, clients only choose according 
to what they see on the desk. MEL was sometimes troubled by sales efforts 
from Unfair in selling on the appearance of the remote control units. MEL 
reacted in the past by urging CRESTRON to improve product appearances and 
custom-made casings in Hong Kong to suit the taste of specific customer. 
MEL has a pricing policy based on accessibility of the components. 
Those components easily accessible by clients in the market bear a markup of 
15%. Those not so easily accessible bear a markup of 100%. Those not 
accessible be clients bear a markup of 300%. An engineering charge of 
approximately 8% is added to the total price of components. The overall 
markup for the typical system is about 50%. The price of a typical system is 
about $0.4 million. 
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Typical System 
Cost Structure of typical system Based on March 1994 prices 
% of whole 
Common Equipment Purchased Markup Charged System 
Audio broadcast tuner 2,800 14.29% 3,200 
Audio cassette recorder 2,900 17.24% 3:400 
AV centre + Pro-logic 6,900 15.94% 8:000 
Electricity operated screen 5,200 15.38% 6,000 
GEC Imager 601 projector 88,000 17.05% 103:000 
JBL 4406 Speakers 3,800 18.42% 4,500 
k o d a k Dissolve Unit 7,300 16.44% 8,500 
KODAK Slide Projector x 2 16,600 16.87% 19,400 
Multi Disk Player 7,300 15.07% 8:400 
Panasonic Visualiser 26,500 16.98% 31,000 
Power amplifiers 3,800 18.42% 4:500 
SONY U-matic VC Recorder 15,100 17.22% 17,700 
Super VHS VC Recorder 7,300 20.55% 8,800 
VHS VC Recorder 4,500 15.56% 5:200 
198,000 16.97% 231,600 65.02% 
Specialised Equipment 
CRESTRON 
Crestnet II console 14,600 119.18% 32,000 
CNWM-10 wall panel 2,100 104.76% 4,300 
CNEK-10 EasyKey handheld con 5,700 105.26% 11,700 
CNRFGW One way receiver 1,500 133.33% 3,500 
CLI-220-4N Network Lighting Co 4,900 104.08% 10,000 
28,800 113.54% 61,500 17.27% 
Custom-built Equipment 
Equipment cabinet, interface, etc 4,500 311.11% 18,500 
Mounting brackets, fixing, etc. 2,000 325.00% 8,500 
Wiring, plugs and accessories 2,500 288.00% 9,700 
9,000 307.78% 36,700 10.30% 
Engineering charge 26,384 7.41% 
Normal System 235,800 51.05% 356,184 100.00% 
Additional for Rear-proiection & Touchscreen 
Deduct Electricity operated screen (7,300) (8,400) 
Plastic rear-projection screen 16,600 92.77% 32,000 
Front coated glass mirror 10,500 109.52% 22,000 
Deduct CRESTRON Button-type Control (28,800) (61,500) 
CRESTRON touch panel 44,000 113.64% 94,000 
Enhanced System 270,800 70.11% 460,668 
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Research and Development 
Survival of MEL depends on the continual intake of the latest 
technology. MEL does not cany out research itself. Trade periodicals are 
amazingly detail in describing the latest technology, new equipment, new 
concepts, etc. Exhibit 3.6 is a list of the major periodicals regularly read by 
Tony, Patrick and Choi. 
AVideo Monthly Montage Publishing, Inc. 
701 Westchester Ave. 
White Plains, NY10604 
USA 
Sound & Video Contractor Monthly Intertec 




AudioNideo Interiors Monthly Avcom Publishing, Ltd. 
21700 Oxnard St. 
Suite 1600, Woodland Hills, 
CA 91367 
Videography Monthly P.S.N. Publications, 
2 Park Avenue, 
Suite 1820, New York 
NY10016 
Presentation Products Monthly Full Circle Communications 
23410 Civic Center Way, 
Ste. E-10, Malibu, 
CA 90265 
Teleconferencing News Monthly Montage Publishing, Inc. 
701 Westchester Ave. 
White Plains, NY10604 
USA 
AVC Presentation Monthly PTN Publishing Co. 
445 Broad Hollow Road, 
Melville, NY 11747 
Advance Imaging Monthly PTN Publishing Co. 
445 Broad Hollow Road, 
Melville, NY 11747 
Exhibit 3.6 List of Periodicals Used in Research and Development 
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The information collection process is as follows : 
• Detailed reading of trade periodicals, attend seminars, visit manufacturers, 
visit exhibitions, shows, etc. 
• Keep a clippings library 
• Send out information request cards for those promising products 
• Screen initial information and order samples of selected equipment 
• Test samples of equipment 
• Trail installation on sites and testing 





Exhibit 4.1 is a graphical account of the development of the 
organisational structure based on the Mintzburg model. It started from the 
entrepreneurial model with a rudimentary supporting structure and Tony 
himself is the strategic apex. Later, Patrick and Choi heading two technicians 
Chi and Wai formed the operating core. Happie, the part-time accountant, 
Man, the part-time clerk and Kanny, the part-time salesperson formed a 
supporting structure. There was no technostructure. The following are the 
brief backgrounds of members of the staff: 
Tony Studied in the Hong Kong Polytechnic on electronics and communication. Worked for Audi-
Gospel Broadcasting Limited for one year, Associated Consultant Engineers for two years in 
China and one year for Kumagai Gumi on overall coordination at Cultural Centre, 
Tsimshatsui. 
Patrick The younger brother of Tony. He is an expert in computer programming and worked for 
Federal Express for four years before joining MEL in 1994. 
Choi An interior decorator specialising in automation, remote controls, surveillance, ultra-sonic 
detection, etc. He supplies all the installation hardware used by MEL 
Kanny Ex-employee of Euromarket. Co-work with MEL when he worked for Euromarket, thus built 
up relationship. He handles the majority of the clients. 
Man Part-time clerk helping Tony with typing, correspondences, filing and quotations. 
Happie Part-time accountant who does the book-keeping and annual accounts. The accounts were 
audited by a separate auditor. 
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T3 to T6 - New Technicians 
Exhibit 4.1 The Development of the Company Structure 
Based on the Mintzburg Model of Organisation Structure 
H. Mintzburg : The Strategy Process, Mintzburg & Quinn 
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Sales Office and Workshop 
To avoid heavy financial burden, special arrangements were made with 
Kanny and Choi at the establishment of the workshop. Kaimy charged 10% on 
the value of all the projects introduced and handled by him. In return, he kept 
an office at Wanchai which he also used for other purposes. MEL used this 
office as the sales office. 
Choi did not receive salaries from MEL. He was allowed to use the 
workshop and technician assistance to do his own jobs but priority must be 
given to MEL. He charged MEL for all the installation hardware supplied by 
him and helped MEL in site works. The situation was like this : 
F <ANNY 'S O T H E R \ 
v^  纖 J ] 
、爛圾圾級錢 z ^ ^ 
( ^ 二 。 , 、 ! 
f T O N Y ' S C L I E N t \ 
I P O O L J | 
^•itmmmm^' 
\ 
C H O I ' S O T H E R \ ^ 
娜 J 
、fM徹搬i添务F 
Exhibit 4.2 Operational Links 
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Organisation Chart 
The organisation chart of MEL has a simple two-tier structure. Tony is 
the main decision maker of the company. Patrick helps him on software 
development. Kanny provides the sales support from his office in Wanchai. 
Happie keeps all the books and cheques. Choi, himself an interior decorator, 
supervises two technicians to produce all the hardware needed to install the 
equipment on site. The merit of this structure is its simplicity. Tony has direct 
control on all staff. 
Patrick Yeung k Tony Yeung | k 
Software Engineer 1 Chief Engineer | Part-time Clerk | 
mmmmmmmmmm m^mmmimmMMm ^m^mm^ 
Happie So I 1 
Accountant | Kanny Leong I 
wmmmmmmmmm saies support | 
^ h Choi I Wai 隱 
Technician M Hardware | Technician | 
'Mmmmmmi mMmmmmmmmi wM^^Mmm 
Exhibit 4.3 Organisation Chart 
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Chapter 5 
MARKETS AND MACROENVIRONMENT 
Review of Performance 
Exhibit 5.1 is a summary of jobs completed from 1990 to 1994 arranged 
by natures of client. There are three groups of clients : 
1. Group 1 clients rely heavily on the electronic presentation system as a 
crucial part of their business operations. These clients are typically 
advertising agents, news corporations, broadcasting institutes, finance 
organisations and those trading firms that need heavy promotion in the 
electronic media. They need the system for presentation to clients, 
viewing news clippings, assessing preliminary advertisement productions, 
etc. Sometimes the system is installed for the use of guests even if the 
client himself may not use it very often. 
This group of clients consider having an electronic presentation system a 
marque of professional competence and an enhancement to the corporate 
image. The turnovers and profits of their business are also enormous 
comparing to the installation costs of $0.4 millions for a typical system. 
They do not care much about money but insist in having the latest and best 
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Summary of jobs by category 1990 to 1994 
Clients who rely heavily on the electronic tlKl.M Type of Job Eauipment ~[~~eotatiQo §y§t~rn fo( bUsiness S!JCQ~§§ 
Free China Review 4.00 AV Control System GEC, AMX 
HK T elecom Training & Management 0.42 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Jardine Office Systems 0.40 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Citibank Plaza Central 0.32 Videoconferencing GPT Codec 
J. Waiter Thompson 0.18 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Leo Bumett, Phase I 0.18 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Paladin Investment Co. Ltd 0.18 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
StarTV 0.17 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
HK T elecom Corporate Affairs 0.16 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Gold man Sachs 0.15 Videoconferencing Picture T el Codec 
Goldman Sachs, second system 0.15 Videoconferencing Picture T el Codec 
Macau Telecom 0.15 Videoconferencing GPT Codec 
Eurornarket Limited 0.12 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Hewlett Packard 0.12 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
HK Telecom HQ Boardroom 0.12 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Leo Bumett, Phase II 0.12 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Reuters Hong Kong Limited 0.10 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
China Satellite Launch Co. Ltd. 0.08 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Glory Circle Group 0.08 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Salon Films Demonstration Room 0.04 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Aetna Investment Limited 0.03 Video Projector BARCO 
7.27 55% 
Clieot§ WbQ WQuld io~tall tbe elect[QoiC 
I2reseotatiQn ~y§t~m subi~ct to desirable 
costing 
Cheung Kong (Holdings) Limited 1.25 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Digital Equipment Corporation 0.80 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Shell Hong Kong Limited 0.48 Videoconferencing BARCO,CRESTRON 
Bowen Hill Apartment, Ms Ong 0.31 AV Control System NEC,CRESTRON 
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco International 0.30 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
HKSAR Communication Office 0.24 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Philip Morris (Asia) Inc. 0.22 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Robinson Department Store, Manila 0.21 AV Control System GEC,CRESTRON 
A.S. Watsons 0.15 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Havi Group 0.15 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
China Light & Power Co. Ltd. 0.14 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Hutchison T elecommuniciations Ltd 0.13 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Regent on the Park 0.12 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Bank of America 0.12 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Seagram Asia Pacific 0.12 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Hang Lung (Agencies) Limited 0.10 AV Control System GEC,CRESTRON 
Union Bank of Switzerland 0.06 AV Control System BARCO,CRESTRON 
Glaxo, Shanghai 0.05 Video Projector BARCO 
Sonopress Pan Asia Limited 0.05 Videoconferencing ' NTS control 
5.00 38% 
CIi~ot~ wbQ are indifferent tQwards installing 
the elect[onic ~resentation system 
Ruttonjee Hospital 0.45 AV Control System GEC,CRESTRON 
Tung Wah Group of Hospitals 0.03 Video Projector BARCO 
Worlder Shipping Co. Ltd. 0.02 Video Projector BARCO 
Clieots wbQ do oot oeed an electronic 
~[esentatiQn sy§tern 
Mandarin Oriental Hotel 0.18 Room Lighting Control CRESTRON 
Immanuel Baptist Church 0.12 Sound reinforcement JBL, ROTEL 
Rhenish Church Kowloon 0.08 Sound Reinforcement JBL, NIKKO 
Grace Lutheran Church 0.06 Sound Reinforcement JBL, ROTEL 
Pleasure Boat "Cora Princess" 0.02 Hookup & Tune BAR CO 
HK Peninsula Hotel 0.02 Video Projector BARCO 
0.98 7% 
Exhibit 5.1 Project List based on Client-type 
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technology. Most of the systems installed for this group of clients are in 
boardrooms and broadcasting control centres. 
Until recently, real estate agents do not need fancy presentation systems as 
the success of their business rests more in viewing the actual premises. 
The tide turned in the last few years when more and more foreign 
properties in Australia, Canada, Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan and China 
are marketed in Hong Kong. An attractive presentation may be critical in 
inducing a buying impulse or swaying a customer towards a viewing tour 
aboard. 
2. Group 2 clients appreciate the benefits of electronic presentation systems 
but will not go for it irrespective of cost. They view the system as an 
addition to their business operations and generally accept that it will come 
sooner or later. To persuade them to install now，they have to satisfy 
themselves with favourable weighing of the costs of installation against the 
overall costs of running the office. Their turnovers and profits are smaller 
than that of the Group 1 companies. Some of them are public utility 
companies with bureaucratic mechanisms of justifying expenses. They are 
the careful spenders. 
This group of clients include the public utility companies, educational 
institutes, banking corporations, smaller trading firms and domestic clients. 
The systems are used in training facilities, lecture rooms, financial 
management centres and conference rooms. 
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3. Group 3 clients do not have particular preference between the traditional 
presentation system and the electronic alternative or do not need a 
presentation system at all (at least they think so). 
The medical profession does not rely much on presentation as a business 
activity and when they do install a system, like the Ruttonjee Hospital, 
they use it as a training facility. The hospital will be to be a promising 
new client base. 
Other clients in this group are those who used products unrelated to the 
electronic presentation system, such as lighting control in hotel rooms and 
sound reinforcement in churches. 
Furthermore, the composition of clients for each year are analysis as 
follows : 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
90/91 27% 57% 16% 
91/92 21% 70% 10% 
92/93 51% 45% 4% 
93/94 63% 30% 7% 
Total 55% 38% 7% 
Group 2 clients was the major contributor to revenue in 90/91 but their 
share decreased steadily in the last four years. Group 1 clients started low but 
became the major contributor in 93/94. 
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Analysis 
The total revenue of the last four years was distributed among the three 
groups in the average proportion 55% : 38% : 7%. Given that the typical 
system worths about $0.4 million in 1994, the spending patterns of the three 
groups can be analysed as below : 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Percentage of total project value 
of last four years 55% 38% 7% 
Aggregate value of those projects 
exceeding $0.4 millions in value 
expressed as a percentage of the 
total project value in each group 63% 55% 46% 
Average project value for those 
projects in each group having 
values larger than $0.4 million $1.61M $0.84M $0.45M 
Average project value as above 
expressed as a percentage of the 
cost of the typical system 403% 210% 113% 
A few conclusion can be drawn from the results : 
1. The aggregate values of those projects in each group exceeding $0.4 
millions represented 63%，55% and 46% respectively of the total values of 
projects in each group. This indicates that, once persuaded to install a 
system, about half of the clients in each group went for more than a basic 
system. 
2. Though the number of samples is low, we can still see the trend in the 
average expenses of those clients spending more then $0.4 millions in each 
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group ： $1.61 millions, $0.84 millions and $0.45 millions respectively. 
Group 1 clients tended to install a system substantially more sophisticated 
than the basic configuration. On the other hand, Group 3 clients stayed 
within the minimum expenditure with the basic system. Average 
expenditure of Group 3 clients was midway in between. 
Market Potential 
The composition of the clients in the first two groups can be seen from the 
following further breakdown of the client-type within the groups : 
Group 1 Clients $'000.000 
News 4.10 56.40% 
Trading 0.76 10.45% 
Public Utilities 0.70 9.63% 
Finance 0.51 7.02% 
Advertising 0.48 6.60% 
Broadcasting 0.40 5.50% 
Property Management 0.32 4.40% 
7.27 
Group 2 Clients $'000.000 
Trading 1.84 36.80% 
Real estate 1.35 27.00% 
Petroleum 0.48 9.60% 
Domestic use 0.43 8.60% 
Government 0.24 4.80% 
Retail 0.21 4.20% 
Bank 0.18 3.60% 
Public Utilities 0.14 2.80% 
Telecommunication 0.13 2.60% 
— 5 . 0 0 
Group 1 clients are most willing to spend on a good system and will not 
settle with the basic option. They have high profit margins and turnovers that 
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depend on the appealing power of their presentations. Given successful 
mastery of the technologies these clients require, they form the high-potential 
market in the next five years. 
Group 2 clients are calculative customers who need time to accustom to 
the benefits of the electronic system. Time is particularly essential for those 
bureaucratic organisations. They only need something just more than the basic 
system and will be reluctant to change once they take the product onboard. 
Fairness, another feature related to these clients, is translated into fierce 
competition in open tendering. By and large, this group has less potential and 
only the corporate clients worth pursuing. 
Group 3 clients have not yet appreciated the benefits of electronic 
presentation system. When persuaded, they only install the basic system to test 
its merits. They will move to the Group 2 with the trend but are having the 
least potential at the moment. However, they can be the client base for other 
products extended from the electronic presentation system, such as lighting 




The macroenvironment elements affect all three market segments with 
different impacts on each segment. The two major elements are the costs of 
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running an office in Hong Kong and the overall economic growth. I will only 
examine the effects of macroenvironment on the first two groups. 
Before going to details we have to choose a time frame. This is needed 
because the system has a finite useful life. The designed life of electronic 
equipment is usually five years. The economic life of the system would be 
close to that, if not shorter due to obsolesce. 
Office tenancies in Hong Kong have three common features compared to 
that in other commercial centres of the world : 
• short tenancy period of typically three years 
• absence of rent-pegging 
• absence of extension option 
A planning horizon of three years is rather short for most businesses. 
For example, the normal commercial tenancies in major Australian cities are in 
the format 3+3, 3+3+3, 5+5 or 5+5+5 years. The tenant has the option of 
extending the tenancy upon the expiry of the first term at a level of rent agreed 
at the beginning of the first term. Also the rent adjustment each year is usually 
pegged to an agreed index such as the Consumer Price Index giving the tenant a 
longer time frame and predictable rent levels for business planning. This 
situation is probably due to more balanced bargaining powers of the tenants and 
landlords. 
The balance of powers in Hong Kong is tipped towards the landlords and 
there is no rent control on commercial properties. Tenants typically stay in one 
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location for three to six years which roughly matches the economic lifespan of 
many presentation systems. In a way, this nomadic behaviour of those 
companies not fortunate enough to own their offices help providing more 
business for MEL because some systems would be replaced before the end of 
their physical life. 
Based on that, I chose a time frame of six years assuming that a company 
moves its office every six years thereby installing a new presentation system. 
The costs of installation and maintaining the system would than be converted to 
an annual equivalent which can then be compared to the equivalent annual cost 
of renting an office or the equivalent annual cost of owning an office for the six 
years. 
Rent and Price of Offices 
The rent and price of offices went through a roller-coaster ride from 
1987 to 1993. A graphical summary of the situation is given at Exhibit 5.2. 
The rental for an A-Grade office of 300 square metre in the Central was $800 
per square metre per month at the end of 1993. The price of a similar office 







































































































































































































An analysis of the probable financial impact of installing an electronic 
presentation system is given here : 
Grade-A office in Central Rent = $800 per m2 per month 
Price = $130,000 per m2 
Office area = 300m2 
Interest rate = 10% p.a. 
门 ODtion 
Transaction costs (5% of price) 1,950，000 
Annual equivalent of transaction costs for six years 447:761 (1) 
Annual interest forgone for six years 3,900,000 (2) 
Annual equivalent cost of owning office 4,347,761—(1)+(2) 
Rent Option = = 
Monthly rent for six years 240,000 
Annual interest forgone for deposit for six years 48,000 (3) 
Annual rent for six years 2,880,000 (4) 
Annual equivalent cost of renting office 2，928,00『 (3)+(4) 
Cost of tvDical svstem 400,000 
Annual equivalent of cost of system for six years 91,848 (5) 
Annual maintenance cost for six years 30,000 (6) 
Annual equivalent total cost of system 121,84^" (5)+(6) 
Analysis 
Annual equivalent total cost of system expressed as percentage 
of annual equivalent cost of owning office for six years 2.80% 
Annual equivalent total cost of system expressed as percentage 
of annual equivalent cost of renting office for six years 4.16% 
The annual equivalent total cost of having an electronic presentation 
system represents only less than 5% of the cost of renting or owning an office. 
Further assume that 300m2 of office space accommodates 20 persons with 
salaries as follows : 
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15 support staff at $7,000 per month $105 o o o 
3 managers at $30,000 per month $ 90000 
2 directors at $80,000 per month $160:000 
Monthly total $355,000 
x13 
Annual total $4,615,000 
Including the salaries expenses into the scenario, the annual financial 
burden of installing and maintaining an electronic presentation system would be 
less than 2% of the annual total cost of running an office. 
Economic Growth 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or Gross National Product (GNP), as the 
case might be, can be taken as an indicator of the economy. Figures published 
by Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) are 
simplified and summarised as follows: 
USA Germany UK Japan 
(GDP) (GDP) (GDP) (GDP) 
1991 -1.2 3.7 -2.2 4.4 
1992 1.8 1.4 -1.0 1.8 
1993 2.4 1.2 1.3 2.3 
S. Korea Taiwan Singapore Hongkong 
(GNP) (GNP) (GNP) (GDP) 
1991 8.4 7.3 6.7 4.2 
1992 6.5 6.5 5.5 5.0 
1993 6.8 7.0 5.8 5.5 
I I I I 丨 
* OECD Economic Outlook, December 1992 - GDP/GNP Growth Rates (%) 
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These figures cannot be used to compare economic growth of countries 
because the base figures are different. Instead it should be viewed as indicating 
the trend that the tradition economic powers are losing the game to the players 
in South East Asia. 
The measure of GDP might have missed out the China factor and the 
performance of Hong Kong might be better in real terms. A portion of the 
revenue of companies in Hong Kong may have been taken in China and not 
counted in the GDP measurement. The Census and Statistics Department has 
announced that they will supply the TNP from April 1994 to include the 





There are not many players in the industry and no one player has 
complete dominance. The competition environment has substantial elements of 
alliance and collaboration. 
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Exhibit 6.1 Competitive Environment 
Al/2 
The major companies are : 
SOUTH CHINA Newcomer, work force weak, good showroom 
EUROMARKET Strong in trading, weak technology 
UNFAIR Taiwanese entrant, control supply of AMX 
AUDI-GROUP Headed by Milton Leung, bad reputation 
MEDIA-TEC Long history, stagnant growth 
AV-TEC Sub-contractor quality 
ON-SYSTEMS Once strong, failed to cope with change 
Technology is fairly accessible for those with the basic knowledge but 
the profitable period of is short for each technological achievement. South 
China (good exposure), Linfair (control of key equipment) and On-Systems 
(good connections) are the main competitors. Euromarket has been an ally 
since the establishment of MEL. AV-Tec is the major follower, carry out 
piece-meal work for MEL. The others are not relevant. 
Competitors 
They usually compete by exclusive access to certain key components. 
Unfair is a Taiwanese entrant. Although there is no sole distributorship, 
MEL so far cannot obtain supply directly from AMX due the presence of 
Linfair. The strategy of Linfair is to use AMX to outbid others by price 
advantage or feature advantage. Linfair has exerted much pressure on MEL in 
this way. In some cases，Linfair won over MEL because the client is more 
appealed by the appearance of AMX equipment. 
South China is a newcomer to the scene. They have a strong hold with a 
showroom in Man Yee Building in the Central. They have no sole agency in 
Al/2 
hand and has to rely on open suppliers like Sony. Their strategy is to promote 
home audio-visual system as packages. They have no presence in 
videoconferencing. 
On-Systems has a long history and with good connections in the public 
sector. Their strategy is to secure Government jobs which would have less in-
progress alteration and prompt payments. Yet the public sector is slow in 
accepting the latest technology. The technology achievement of them is 
therefore the least among the competitors. 
Allies 
Allies prefer the role of trading equipment and strategically avoid 
maintaining an installation team and the associated risks. Their advantages are 
the connection, reputation and company size and they are contented with 
trading profits. They are those who sacrifice full-line service for 
diversification. 
Euromarket is a company trading European products in Hong Kong. 
MEL had a long relationship with Euromarket which, being a trading firm, has 
no interest in the installation of a complete system. It is expected that the 
relation will stay in that way for some time. 
Followers 
The technological followers have lower technology background and rely 
on MEL for the knowledge needed to complete sections of a whole installation. 
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They typically undertake discrete jobs like laying cables, installing speakers and 
electricity-operated screens. 
AV-Tec is the main follower. It is a qualified installer but prefers to rely 
on MEL, at least for the moment, for technological support. The challenge of 
MEL is to keep a stable of these followers for periodic surge of projects while 
be always on guard that they will become a competitor once they acquire the 
necessary technology. 
Analysis by Porter Format 
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Adapted from : Michael E. Porter, Competitive Advantage 
Exhibit 6.2 Porter's Model of Competition 
Porter suggested in this model five areas on which we can base our 
analysis. These areas are not all applicable to our case. To be faithful to 
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Porter，I have tabulated all the sub-heading of them here but will only discuss 
the relevant ones in detail: 
Entry Barriers Determinants of Determinants of Determinants of Determinants of 
"valry buyer power substitution threat suppliers power 
• Economies of • Industry growth Bargaining leverage . Relative price • Differentiation of 
scale • Fixed costs • Buyer performance of inputs 
• Proprietary versus value concentration substitutes • Suppler switching 
product added versus firm • Switching costs costs versus firm 
differences • Intermittent concentration • Buyer propensity switching costs 
• Brand identity overcapacity • Buyer volume to substitute • Presence of 
• Switching costs • Product • Buyer switching substitute inputs 
• Capital differences costs versus firm • Importance of 
requirements • Brand identity switching costs volume to 
• Access to • Switching costs • Buyer information supplier 
distribution • Concentration • Ability to • Cost relative to 
channels and balance of backward total purchases 
• Proprietary competitors integrate • impacts of inputs 
learning curve • Informational • Substitute on costs or 
• Access to complexity products differentiation 
necessary inputs • Diversity of • Pull-through • Threat to forward 
• Proprietary low- competitors Price sensitivity integrate relative 
cost product • Corporate stakes • Price versus total to threat to 
design • Exit barriers purchases backward 
• Product integrate 
differences 
• Brand identity 
• Impact on quality 
versus 
performance 
• Buyers' profits 
• Decision makers. 
incentives 
Entry Barriers 
Economies of Scale 
This is not an important factor as the products are custom-made. 
Limited benefit may flow from bulk discounts in procurement and sharing 
technology among projects. 
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Proprietary Product Differences 
Again this is not important as standards of communication are available 
in the industry. These standards include the video format, computer 
communication standards, telecommunication standards and digital signal 
standards. Equipment manufacturers adhere to the standards to protect their 
marketability. 
Brand Identity 
As the products are integrated systems of components from many 
manufacturers, the name of the installer does not stand out. MEL is often 
hidden behind larger companies that take up the whole furbishment project. 
Brand identity is not an important factor. 
Switching Costs 
Switching costs are very low. Projects are tendered in each occasion on 
an one-off basis. Difference vendors can supply the same brand of equipment 
upon request by the client. 
Capital Requirements 
Capital is required in two areas : setting up operational facilities and 
materials stock. The costs of initial equipment for MEL was about $100,000 in 
1990. As these companies do not have to be located in prestigious areas, the 
initial investment on office and workshop is also small. The office / workshop 
of MEL was rented for $6,800 per month in 1990. The inventory costs are not 
high as the overall markup is about 50%, implying that the purchase price of 
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materials is about 67% of the project value. Given that 40% of the project 
value is received up front, capital requirements is not important. 
Access to Distribution 
Tenders for projects are usually made by invitation. The distribution 
network relies heavily on referral. The two major sources of reference are 
equipment dealers and end users. This is a major deterrent towards entry. 
Proprietary Learning Curve 
Though some experience can be carried from one project to another, 
these experiences do not benefit the productivity much as each product is 
custom-made and technology is changing fast. 
Access to Necessary Inputs 
This is a major deterrent towards entry not because of sole 
distributorship. The deterring factor is that software support from central 
control manufacturers is essential and effective interface can only be achieved 
with time. 
Proprietary Low-cost Product Design 
This is not important because low-cost designs are not easily achievable 
in changing technologies. 
Rivalry Determinants 
Industry Growth 
This is not important as the market has enough room for the existing 
players to expand. 
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Product Differences 
Products are similar but each vendor can produce unique programmes. 
Companies compete against one another on the unique features they can 
provide. 
Brand Identity 
Products do not have a clearly visible brand but keen customers would 
spot the good vendors by word of mouth. This is important. 
Switching Costs 
This is not relevant as clients will stay with one system for a long time. 
Informational Complexity 
Information controlled by each competitor are complex and take much 
time to develop. This in a way cushions conflicts because each company has its 
own advantageous area. 
Diversity of Competitors 
Competitors do not diversify within the electronic presentation system 
area as system configurations are limited by clients' needs. Diversification into 
other products changes the clientele altogether and reduces competition. 
Corporate Stakes 
Companies do not have the strength to dominate the market by 
temporarily trading at a loss. It is also dangerous to do so because new 




With low set up costs and the nature of one-off projects, there is virtually 
no exit barrier. 
Determinants of Buver Power 
Bargaining Leverage 
Buyer Concentration versus Firm Concentration 
Buyers seldom bargain using on competitors' prices as leverage due to 
low firm concentration. 
Buyer Volume 
This irrelevant as bulk purchase of the product is not possible. 
Buyer Switching Costs Relative to Firm Switching Costs 
Buyers would use a system for six years. This factor is not relevant to 
our case. 
Buyer Information 
This an important factor. System vendors gain profit by having the 
information advantage over buyers. 
Ability to Backward Integrate 
This is also an important factor as most buyers cannot backward 
integrate and install the systems themselves. 
Substitute Products 
The substitute products such as traditional systems do not deliver the 
same results. Buyers cannot bargain using substitutes. 
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Price Sensitivity 
Price / Total Purchases 
The installation costs of electronic presentation system is a small portion 
of normal decoration costs of an office. Customers are moderately price 
sensitive on electronic presentation systems. 
Product Differences 
Customers usually do not pay more to go after specific product features. 
Brand Identity 
Customers usually do not pay more to go after specific brand. They are 
function oriented. 
Impact on Quality / Performance 
Quality and performance are not the major determinant of project prices. 
The major determinant is the features provided. 
Buyer Profits 
Customers do not re-sell the product for profit but use it as a tool. 
Customers' price sensitivity depends on the value of the business operations 
aided by the electronic presentation systems. In that sense, the installation costs 
are small in comparison to the business value of the presentations. 
Decision Makers ‘ Incentives 
Decision makers are usually much appealed by the high-tech image. 
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Determinants of Substitution Thre^it 
Relative Price Performance of Substitutes 
Substitutes are cheaper but customers going for the electronic systems 
are after the additional presentation possibilities. Threat from substitutes are 
low. 
Switching Costs 
Substitute systems can co-exist with the electronic systems as 
supplements. Switching costs are not important. 
Buyer Propensity to Substitute 
Customers do not have propensity towards substitute in the trend of 
sophistication - they are more attracted by sophisticated presentation solutions. 
Determinants of Suppliers Power 
Differentiation of Inputs 
Major inputs are not easily changeable. Suppliers have high power. 
Switching Costs of Suppliers and Firms in the Industry 
Cost of switching supplier for key equipment is high due to the long 
familiarisation period. 
Presence of Substitute Inputs 
Each component has its own edge and substitutions can only be made by 
trading-off. For example, substituting BARCO with GEC reduces cost but 
lowers picture quality. 
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Supplier Concentration 
There are few suppliers for each component. Suppliers are highly 
specialised. 
Importance of Volume to Supplier 
Components are inheritedly high-price low-volume commodities. 
Purchase volume is never high enough to induce price cut. 
Impacts of Inputs on Costs or Differentiation 
Cost of components make up a large portion of the price of whole 
system. Suppliers has high power in controlling system prices. 
Threat to Forward Integrate Relative to Threat to Backward Integrate 
Suppliers or local agents can rather easily forward integrate to provide 




STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS 
Strengths 
The following is a value chain in Porter's format: 
Firm Infrastructure \ \ 
I Human Resource Managjment | \ ^ ^ 
I Technology Developm mt 丨 
I I P r o c u r e m e n t | | \ \ 
Inbound Logistics Operations Outbound Logistics Marketing & Sales Service j f j 
Exhibit 7.1 Porter's Value Chain 
Michael E. Porter: Competitive Advantage 
The main strengths of MEL are in technology development and 
operations : 
Close Interface with Key Supplier 
The supplier of the key equipment is CRESTRON that manufactures the 
central control devices. Due to the nature of the work, MEL needs to interface 
with CRESTRON closely on the needs of clients so that CRESTRON can 
custom-make hardware and software for each specific situation. CRESTRON's 
role also extends into giving real-time advices during on-site adjustments. Such 
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working relationship needs a long time to develop and switching s叩plier can be 
fatal. 
Technological Know-how 
Although MEL is working on the latest technologies, the foundation is 
the basic knowledge on transmission and digital processing. New applications 
only emerge as new combinations of the existing techniques. Having mastered 
the basic knowledge, Tony and Patrick can easily take up any customer 
requirement and translate it into a technical solution. 
Low-overheads Arrangement 
The agreements with Choi and Kanny lowered the overheads burden. 
The arrangement with Choi keeps expert advices on hardware installation 
available to MEL all the time without keeping a full time hardware engineer. 
Agreement with Kanny provides the image MEL needed and a client service 
base close to the customers without straining MEL financially. This 
arrangement eventually back-fired with the burst of sales volume in 93/94. It 
became a problem when Kanny, providing a fixed-cost office and variable-cost 
sales efforts and charging a fixed 10% commission, received even more than 
Tony did. 
Small Team Dynamics 
Four persons will decide on all technical matters for projects. Tony 
decides which equipment to use based on research and testing results. Patrick 
decides on programming viability and is the major link with CRESTRON. Choi 
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decides on hardware installation viability and takes up all hardware designs. 
Kanny works on understanding clients' needs and translating their needs into 
technical requirements. The working pattern is : 
(EQUIPMENT I CLIENT I 
\ SELECTION) I I I 
(HARDWARE | CLIENT | 
^ w 
Exhibit 7.2 The Business Team 
The team is therefore highly reactive to changes in technology and 
clients' needs. MEL has the ability of quickly matching the needs of clients to 
the possibilities offered by the latest technologies. This is particularly valuable 
in opening new market segments. 
Weaknesses 
Referring back to the value chain, the main weaknesses are in the areas 
of procurement, human resource management, marketing and, in some aspects, 
operations. The overall picture is as follows: 
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Reliance on Suppliers 
The reliance on suppliers can be looked at in three categories: 
Low reliance Videocassette recorders, laser disk players 
alternative source available 
Medium reliance Video projectors, special format 
videocassette recorders 
alternative sources available but restrictive 
High reliance Central controls like CRESTRON 
alternative sources not easily established 
As technology advances and new products replace old ones，the situation 
with the first two groups is ever changing. Problems in supply are neither 
imsolvable nor persistence. The last group is potentially dangerous. As both 
CRESTRON and AMX resist the idea of sole agency, the only protection MEL 
has is to maintain good working relationship with them and increase as much as 
possible the customisation element in every project. 
Low Productivity 
The engineer to technician ratio fell to 3 : 2 in 93/94. This results in the 
disproportional distribution of costs on the engineers. In operating terms, the 
engineers have to performance some activities that can be done by technicians. 
Quality Assurance 
MEL does not have a quality assurance system. Yet, as much of the 
works were done by the engineers, quality is unintentionally assured. A low 
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engineer to technician ratio also ensures close supervision of the technicians 
which further improved quality. The changeable nature of projects also 
deterred standardisation, making quality control difficult. 
Opportunities 
The opportunities are : The threats are : 
參 Popularity of presentation in the • Gontrol of key equipment by competitor 
electronic medium • Emergence of proprietary product 
• Need of visual communication • Technological follower turning into 
• Trend towards sophistication competitor 
• Flow of technology 
• Chinese market and the China Effect 
Popularity of Presentation in the Electronic Medium 
Before the electronic age, traditional presentation media were overhead 
projectors, transparencies and handouts. Electronic development opened up 
new possibilities in presentation that excel traditional ones in terms of speed of 
production, ease of production, colours, motions and, most importantly, 
appealing power. 
• Organisations need a presentation system for their image. Having an 
electronic presentation system would create a high-tech and efficient image 
for the organisation. 
• Sometimes, organisations need a presentation system due to their business 
type. A client，StarTV, has a core business in broadcasting and the majority 
of their meetings involve viewing clippings of programmes, slides, etc. An 
electronic presentation system is indispensable. Leo Burnett, an advertising 
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agency, and Philip Morris, the tobacco merchant, are other examples of such 
organisations. 
• Organisations may not use the electronic medium in every occasions but 
chances are guests to the meetings may need them. Many clients explicitly 
requested for connection points for laptop computers and modems allowing 
guests to present their case on the screen. Modem interface also allows 
guests to exchange information with their offices during meetings. 
• The electronic system is an ideal upgrade of white board and overhead 
projector in common classrooms. This is especially useful for teaching 
venues larger than the normal classroom. 
Need of Visual Communication 
The addition of instantaneous visual communication to voice 
communication over telephone lines has wider implications than seeing each 
other. A conference can be held with members locating in different parts of the 
world. The ability to show an object on screen can save thousands of words. A 
class can be conducted with students in different locations. 
• The first benefit is cost saving. The costs of getting members to the meeting 
venue, the costs of the venue itself, accommodation costs and the 
redundancy costs of staff are all areas of cost saving. The beautiful part is 
that the cost of videoconferencing is proportional to the duration of the 
conference but the cost of a real conference is proportional to the 
attendance. 
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• Using a videoconferencing system also improves efficiency, especially in 
the case of dial-up personal systems such as PictureTel. The ability to see 
each other opens new ways of communicating through the telephone : 
gestures, real objects, documents, etc. 
This is especially useful for situations when aural communication has 
limitation and transmission of still pictures by facsimile is not appropriate. 
Examples are a construction site staff explaining site difficulties to 
headquarters staff for immediate decision, a doctor discussing a medical 
case with an expert for second opinion, a fashion designer obtaining 
approval from head-designer for use of a certain fabric, etc. 
• Videoconferencing is particularly useful for multi-point businesses : retail, 
complex manufacturing，etc. Using such systems, the headquarters can 
control locational operations with a more centralised organisation structure 
of fewer layers of managers. A specialised form of videoconferencing is 
video surveillance and security control. Video signals from many premises 
can be channeled to a control room which also monitors the tripping of 
sensors (intrusion, ultrasonic, smoke, heat, fire, etc.). Doors can be locked 
or unlocked from the control room by sending signals down telephone lines. 
Trend towards Sophistication 
As the basic needs are fulfilled by technology, people shift from caring 
about what a commodity can provide to them to caring about how the 
commodity fulfills their needs. For example, the electric rice cooker is a 
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sophisticated version of the teiTa-cotta pot for customers shifting from caring 
about fighting hunger to convenience, quality of food and a clean kitchen. 
Similarly, a traditional presenter cares only about being heard and seen while a 
modem presenter wants to tap the additional appealing power of the new 
medium. 
Flow of Technology 
The pace of technology in the West has been faster than that of the East 
in the past. This is an opportunity in the sense that the East can follow the 
successful steps of the West and import technologies that are already 
commercialised there. To bring a product from the laboratory to the shops is a 
risky and expensive process. Feedback from customers can also help 
manufacturers to improve the design and production process. The advantage of 
the Eastern market is that the Western world has gone through this painful 
process of commercialising audio-visual equipment and the products are ready 
for usage in the East. 
Chinese Market and China Effect 
I do not want to discuss in detail about the potential of the Chinese 
market with a quarter of the world's population. The city of Shanghai alone 
already has twice of the population of Hong Kong. This is a virgin market best 
served by Hong Kong with the technological expertise and ethnic advantage. 
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Threats 
Control of Key Equipment by Competitor 
The roles of competitors, allies and followers are in a dynamic 
equilibrium. By and large allies control supply of some equipment but do not 
want to set up installation teams. Followers have less access to equipment 
supply and will trade lower profit for less risk. Competitors are those who 
control key equipment and willing to maintain an installation team. By that 
definition, Linfair is a competitor by controlling AMX. 
Emergence of proprietary product 
MEL does not have the resources to improve products to enter new 
markets. Suppliers are always unwilling to research in response to MEL's 
requests unless they see a promising world market for the improvement. 
Foreign companies are in competitive advantage when they offer products that 
are the results of intense research. 
I have given in detail the scenario of PictureTel at Appendix 3. 
PictureTel outperforms competitors by integrating the components for 
videoconferencing into convenient packages and each of the key components 
are results of intensive research : quick-response camera, gain control 
microphone, variable polar characteristics, advanced compression algorithms, 
etc. All these are beyond the capability of MEL. Given suitable pricing, 
PictureTel can easily wipe MEL out of the market. 
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Technological Follower Turning into Competitor 
They can become a competitor in three ways : 
• They can gain control on some key components. This is always a risk but so 
far only Unfair chose to confront while others preferred to collaborate. 
Unfair probably perceives that their relationship with AMX is unshakable. If 
MEL does mess up relationship with CRESTRON or other suppliers, this is 
not a serious risk. 
• They can also acquire and develop their own technologies. This threat is also 
not serious because we are dealing with a changing market. No one can tap 
benefits from one technological achievement for a long time. 
• They can form alliances with manufacturers of proprietary products. MEL 
has the advantage of being a better business partner for these manufacturers 
than the followers. This threat can be mitigated by forming alliances with 
manufacturers of promising proprietary products before the followers do. 
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Chapter 8 
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES AND PLANS 
I will present the strategies under the three headings introduced earlier : 
HOW does the company operate? 
WHAT does the company produce? 
WHO are the customers? 
Strategic Objectives 
HOW Does the Company Operate? 
Process 
No specific objective is set for the production process as the competitive 
edge of MEL is not in production efficiency. The job-shop pattern and highly 
customised nature of the business also made detail process analysis not fruitful. 
Productivity and Capacity 
Though the overall productivity will be monitored, the only objective in 
the planning horizon is to achieve and maintain the Costs of Engineers to Costs 
of Technicians ratio at two. 
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Organisation 
The prime objective is to decrease indirect control and increase direct 
control over clientele. The corresponding action is to shift jobs from agents to 
internal staff. 
Credit Situation 
The main objective is to achieve the 50%, 35%, 15% payment terms for 
every project. The secondary objective is to obtain better credit terms with 
suppliers while preserving the harmony. 
Facilities 
The objective is to improve the efficiency of facilities. Utilisation of the 
workshop is satisfactory but that of Kaimy's office should be improved. In fact, 
the use of Kaimy's office has to be stopped to achieve that. 
Pricing and Cost Control 
The present system of markup and engineering charges is too passive. It 
would not response satisfactorily to rapid changes in equipment availability and 
system configuration. The objective is to set up a time record system for the 
engineers and technicians and a costing system based on these time records. 
WHAT Does the Company Produce? 
Research and Development 
As the company cannot conduct research in any useful scale and the 
trade periodicals are informative enough for the moment, MEL would have to 
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continue the present methods of acquiring knowledge. The filing and retrieval 
of these information can be improved. 
Maintenance 
No maintenance job was obtained from project completed in 93/94. The 
objective is to obtain maintenance contracts from 50% of the projects 
completed in 93/94. 
Quality Assurance 
The objective is to achieve IS09002 certification in 95/96. 
Proprietary Products 
The goal is to achieve alliance with as many of these manufacturers as 
possible. The first target is PictureTel. 
WHO Are the Customers? 
Upgrade Clientele 
The objective is to increase the proportion of serial projects and projects 
with prospects of serial jobs. 
Direct Clientele 
The objective for 94/95 is to decrease the proportion of projects handled 




Achieving IS09002 certification, establishing MEL's own office and 
better client interface by direct staff are the objectives aiming at improving 
image. 
Segmental Marketing 
The average proportions of revenue from the three client groups in the 
last four years is 55%:38%:7%. Read in conjunction with the annual 
distributions given earlier, the objective is to keep a proportion of about 
50%:40%:10%. 
Strategic Plans 
How Does the Company Operate ？ 
Process 
There are three stages in the production function : design, fabrication 
and installation. These activities are performed in a job-shop fashion. All 
products are custom-made and a large portion of the value-adding process is 
carried out on site. The activity patterns of each project are so varied that there 
is no point in analysing facility layout to enhance operational efficiency. 
Automation and setting up flow-shop type production facilities are absurd. 
The only possible improvement on process efficiency is in inventory control. 
Even this will not be substantial as those equipment which need stocking 
represent about 17% of the value of a typical job. About 65% (in value) of the 
equipment can be purchased just before the installation commences. 
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Productivity and Capacity 
The costs of an engineer is three times that of a technician. The 
following table shows an analysis of the partial productivity with reference to 
direct labour and overheads : 
Productivity Analysis 
Output Revenue 
Define ; Productivity = = 
Input Materials + Labour + Overheads 
But in our case, we want to know the partial productivity for labour costs and overheads only. 
Material costs do not come into the picture as they are generally not controllable by MEL 
We want to know how well MEL utilised its resources. The productivity figures should be used 
to compare one year against another and cannot be interpreted in isolation, thus: 
forecast 
$'000,000 90/91 91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 
Revenue 0.77 0.82 3.49 8.17 12.00 
Direct Labour 0.34 0.49 0.57 0.96 1.17 
Overheads 0.23 0.29 0.52 0.97 1.81 
Direct Labour + Overheads 0.57 0.78 1.09 1.93 2.98 
Labour Productivity 2.28| 1.66 6.10 8.49| 10.26 
Overheads Productivity 3.32 2.87 6.74 8.44 6.63 
Labour+Overheads Productivity 1.35 1.05 3.20 4.23 4.03 
Costs of Engineers divided by 
Costs of Technicians | 3.25 1.94 zTf ] 3.57 2.77 
Engineer Costs 0.26 0.33 0.39 0.75 0.86 
Technician Costs 0.08 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.31 
Direct Labour = Costs of Engineers + Costs of Technicians 
Overheads = Everything else 
We can see that a high costs of engineers to costs of technician ratio in 
one year is reflected in a low labour productivity in the following year and vise 
versa, as highlighted. Furthermore, the introduction of Patrick in 93/94 brought 
the engineer to technician ratio to 3 : 2 and the Costs Ratio to 3.57, which is 
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even higher than that in 90/91. Albeit that Patrick's contribution to the 
company was indispensable, something has to be done to avoid the drop in 
labour productivity in 91/92 recurring in 94/95. 
It is therefore proposed to employ two technicians in 94/95 and two 
more in 95/96 to bring the engineer to technician ratio eventually to 3 : 6. The 
Costs Ratio would then be lowered from 3.57 in 93/94 to 2.77 in 94/95 and 
further down in 95/96. It seems that a Costs Ratio of two is a reasonable 
yardstick within the planning horizon of five years. 
Organisational Restructuring 
Exhibit 8.1 shows a summary of the financial effects of implementing 
the proposed changes to the organisation. A technostructure will have to be 
added to improve customer service and marketing. Employment of two more 
technicians has been discussed earlier. The following are some figures 
extracted from Exhibit 8.1 : 
93 /94 94 /95 
Direct labour 
Engineers 754,000 858,000 
Technicians 208,000 468,000 
9 6 2 , 0 0 0 1 ,326 ,000 
Commissions to Kanny 550,000 300,000 
Sales office 一 360,000 
General manager - 520,000 
Permanent clerk - 117,000 
Other overheads 404,000 352,000 
1，916，000一 2 , 975 , 000 
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Financial Effect of Implem如tina Proposed nhangpg 
Proposals 
Establish a sales office & showroom (150m2, $30,000 per month all-in) 
Employ General Manager ($40,000 per month, 13 months payable) 
Employ C1 - Clerk for all ($9,000 per month, 13 months payable) 
Employ six technicians - two in 94/95 ($9,000 per month, 13 months payable) 
Stop using Kanny's office 
Revise commission to 5% flat for all referral cases 
Stop employing MAN as part-time clerk 
Assumptions 
Forecasted revenue $12 millions in 94/95 
Kanny will refer projects valued to 50% of revenue of 94/95 (70% in 93/94) if changes Implemented 
Kanny will refer projects valued to 70% of revenue of 94/95 (70% in 93/94) if changes not implemented 
Annua丨 expenses of 93/94 1,916,000 100% 
Adjustments that would be needed even if changes were not made 
Adjustment for TONY's pay rise {+$5,000 per month, 13 months payable) 65,000 
Adjustment for PATRICK'S pay rise (+$3,000 per month, 13 months payable) 39:000 
Adjustment for Technicians' pay rise (+$1 丨000 per month each, 13 months payable) 26,000 
Adjustment for complete depreciation of DX computer 2 in 93/94 (4’000) 
Adjustment for complete depreciation of workshop fittings Stage 1 in 93/94 (5,000) 
Adjustment for Kanny's commission (70% of turnover. 10% commission) 290.000 
Forecasted annual expenses of 94/95 without changes 2,327,000 121% 
Additional adjustments needed if changes were made 
Stop using Kanny's office (840,000) 
Commissions to Kanny at 5% of referred project value (50% of 94/95 revenue) 300,000 
Stop employing MAN as part-time clerk (60,000) 
Establish a sales office & showroom (150m2, $30,000 per month all-in) 360,000 
Employ General Manager ($40,000 per month, 13 months payable) 520,000 
Employ C1 - Clerk for all ($9,000 per month, 13 months payable) 117,000 
Employ six technicians - two in 94/95 ($9,000 per month, 13 months payable) 234,000 
Additional mobile phone for GM (depredation and air-time charges) 17,000 
Forecasted annual expenses of 94/95 with changes 2,975,000" 155% 
Forecast of monthly expenses of sales office and showroom 
Factory premises at Kowloon Bay 150m2 gross area. Statutory regulation allow 30% 
used as office. Rest 70% used as show room and minor works. Current price $22,000 
per m2 gross, rent $180 per m2 gross. 
Rent 
Rent per month 27,000 «150m2 x $180 
Rates 1,350 
Management fees 1,000 
- 2 9 , 3 5 0 
Self-own 
Interest forgone per month (10% p.a.) 27,500 « 150m2 x $22,000 x 10%/12 
Rates 1,350 
Management fees 1,000 
29,850 
Exhibit 8.1 Financial Effect of Implementing Changes 
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Although the technostructure will consume about one million dollars in 
94/95, lowering the commission rate, reducing the proportion of jobs handled 
by Kanny and firing the part-time clerk will save enough money to pay for itself 
plus two more technicians. Moreover, from Exhibit 8.1 we can see that even if 
the proposed changes were not made, the annual expenses will still increase 
21%. With the changes, the company expenses will only rise 55%. In other 
words, the cost of implementing the changes is 34% of the annual expenses of 
93/94. 
Facilities 
Using Kanny's office has been a heavy burden for MEL. An analysis is 
made for the distribution of the $8.17 millions revenue of 93/94. The results 
are : 
Analysis of Revenue Distribution for 93/94 
Total revenue $8.17 millions 
Commission to Kanny $0.55 millions 
Tony's salaries 5.60% 
Other expenses 17.90% 
Kanny's commission 6.70% 
Materials 66.70% 
Retained earnings 3.10% 
About two-third of the revenue went to the purchase of materials. This 
is a true reflection of the 50% markup. Yet the 10% commission Kanny got for 
part-time service, which included the cost of sharing the office, was already 
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slightly more than what Tony got for full-time service. This gap will widen in 
94/95 if not attended to. The proposed plan is to stop using Kaimy's office, 
reduce the commission rate to 5% and reduce the job loading ofKanny from 
70o/o to 50% by taking over some jobs with the new sales office. The overall 
financial effect has been shown in Exhibit 8.1. 
Credit Situation 
MEL has a 40%, 40%, 20% payment arrangement with most clients. 
This is how it goes : 
Upon confirmation of employment and 40% of contract value 
signing of contract 
Upon delivery of all major equipment to 40% of contract value 
custody of client 
Upon completion and handing over system 20% of contract value plus adjustments due 
to client to design changes 
Given that the material costs is about two-third of the project value, an 
initial deposit plus credit arrangements for some items would enable MEL to 
secure supply with the first two (totaling 80% of project value) payments. MEL 
has favourable credit arrangements with the key local suppliers to buffer the 
shock if customers delay in payment. 
However, when MEL order new equipment for testing and research it is 
often required to pay in full before delivery because, by the nature of it, these 
suppliers are unfamiliar with MEL. They are mostly foreign firms and the 
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goods are received about one month after payment in full. This is even worse 
than C.O.D. I try to summarise as follows : 
Credit period Equipment Markup % in system 
> one month Specialised 100% 18% 
one month to Easily accessible 15% 69% 
C.O.D. 
C.O.D. Custom-built 300% 13。/。 
Cash before Research & - _ 
delivery Testing 
So far MEL met these fund requirements by draining the operating cash. 
It is considered unhealthy for MEL to continue doing that. Tony has a flat at 
Laguna City worth about $5 millions with an outstanding loan of about $1.3 
millions. It is proposed that MEL will build up relationship with banks to 
secure a credit line, with Tony's flat as collateral, operating as a facility for 
issuing Letters of Credit to suppliers. This will be a fund pool for overseas 
orders. 
Furthermore, due to the strong financial position of the Group 1 clients, 
MEL has secured some contracts with a 50%, 35%，15% payment term. MEL 
should try to extend this arrangement horizontally among Group 1 clients and 
vertically to Group 2 clients. 
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Pricing and Cost Control 
MEL does not have a sound pricing and cost control system. It has a 
simple pricing policy with just two rules : 
1. The level of markup on components depends on accessibility in open 
market. The most accessible equipment, such as videocassette recorders, 
bear a 15% markup on wholesale prices giving prices just below the open 
market prices. The prices of these equipment represent about 69% of that of 
a typical system. 
The specialised equipment, such as CRESTRON, bear a 100% markup. 
These equipment are only accessible by directly approaching the overseas 
manufacturers. MEL consider the geographic barrier and technical 
familiarity sufficient for maintaining this markup level. The prices of these 
equipment represent about 18% of that of a typical system. 
Those equipment and fittings custom-made fittings bear a 300% markup as 
there are no substitute and competitors cannot found any alternative source. 
The prices of these equipment represent about 13% of that of a typical 
system. 
2. An engineering charge of eight to ten percent will be added on top of the 
aggregate price of the equipment. 
This existing system has been illustrated by Exhibit 3.5. The proposed 
system is illustrated by Exhibit 8.2. It requires the engineers and technicians to 





























































































































































































































































































































each job will be valued by a rate assessed for each person. 
Direct material costs will be tracked by a simple inventory system for 
major equipment. All costs on Jobl go the Indirect Cost Pool as Variable 
Indirect Costs. All costs on Job2 to Job5 are booked to the job costs. Costs 
incurred by the rest of the company also go to the Indirect Cost Pool as 
Variable or Fixed Indirect Costs. Indirect costs are applied to each of Job2 to 
Job5 used the direct labour hours as a base. The project cost is the sum of job 
costs for Job2 to Job5. 
What Does the Company Produce ？ 
Research and Development 
This topic can be looked at in three aspects : the acquisition of 
knowledge, the assimilation of knowledge and the extension of knowledge. 
MEL does not have and will not have the ability to research on the 
technologies used in their systems. The existing channel of acquiring the latest 
information from periodicals, seminars, exhibitions and factory visits can be 
maintained. 
As on the assimilation of knowledge, MEL can view the outpacing 
strategies discussed earlier as a guideline on what technology to acquire. It can 
identify its position at each point and decide whether a pre-emptive strategy to 
lower delivered cost or a pro-active strategy to enhance perceived value is the 
step ahead. Once the objective is decided, the short term research strategy can 
follow. 
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Although MEL cannot carry out research on the most advanced 
technologies, it can create new uses from a product or part of a product. 
Lighting control is a module in the electronic presentation system that can be 
used in isolation for simple applications, such as controlling lighting in hotel 
rooms. The lighting control system MEL supplied to Mandarin Oriental Hotel 
is a stripped- down version of CRESTRON lighting control module used in the 
electronic presentation system. 
Maintenance 
The following is a list of maintenance jobs in hand as on 1st April 1994: 
Maintenance Jobs as at 1 April 1994 Annual Project 
Fee Size 
Completed H M • Type of Job Equipment 
Group 1 Clients 
92.05 HK Telecom Training & Management 36,000 420,000 AV Control BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.06 HK Telecom Corporate Affairs 36,000 160,000 AV Control BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.10 HK Telecom HQ Boardroom 36,000 120,000 AV Control BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.10 J. Walter Thompson 45.000 180.000 AV Control BARCO, CRESTRON 
153.000 8 8 0 西 
Annual maintenance / Installation cost = 17.39% 
Group 2 Clients 
91.04 Philip Morris (Asia) Inc. 25,000 220,000 AV Control BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.02 Havi Group 30,000 150,000 AV Control BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.02 R.J. Reynolds Tobacco International 25.000 300.000 AV Control BARCO, CRESTRON 
80,000 670,000 
Annual maintenance / Installation cost = 11.94% 
Total = 233,000 1,550,000 
Annual maintenance / Installation cost = 15.03% 
There four points to note : 
1. The average annual maintenance fees is about 15% of the average project 
value. This implies that the client has to pay an amount equivalent to 90% 
of the installation costs on maintenance within the six year service period. 
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The scope of maintenance includes routine checking once every three 
months, emergency visits in case of breakdown and special visits before 
important presentations. The routine and before-event checking can be 
done by a technician. 
A maintenance job would not have the materials content and commissions 
content. Consider that 67% of the project price went to the cost of 
materials and 7% was paid as commissions when the system was installed, 
charging clients annually 15% of the installation cost for service only is 
highly profitable. 
2. The total value of projects completed by MEL in the last four years is 
$13.25 millions and the seven maintenance jobs in hand only represent 
$1.55 millions worth of installation costs or 12% of the potential client 
pool. MEL is in the best position to secure these maintenance jobs with 
the advantage of exclusive knowledge on their systems. 
3. Examining the spending behaviours of the two groups of clients, we can 
see that the Group 1 and Group 2 clients respectively spent every year 
about 17% and 12% of the installation costs on maintenance. It is 
understandable that system breakdown is more damaging to Group 1 
clients. The fees charged may have to be lowered to about 10% of the 
installation costs to suit the budgets of the Group 2 clients. 
4. The $0.23 millions revenue from maintenance jobs was not counted in the 
previous analysis on company finance. It would be a 3% addition to the 
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$8.17 millions revenue for 93/94 and a steady source of income. The 
stability of income is a definite addition to this volatile business. In return, 
some technicians have to be assigned to look after the maintenance 
projects to keep track of routine visits, respond to calls around the clock 
and keep track of the consumable stocks needed in servicing. 
Quality Assurance 
Two characteristics of the business make sophisticated quality assurance 
systems not effective in the planning horizon : job-shop arrangement and highly 
custom-made products. Quality assurance systems tend to trade efficiency for 
quality. On the other hand, having IS09002 certification is strategically a great 
advantage to MEL over fellow companies. This is particularly important for 
MEL when they enter new markets and do business with unfamiliar clients. 
Achieving IS09002 certification in more established companies will involve 
some dismantling of existing structures and employee resistance. This problem 
will be smaller with MEL which does not have a hard and fast structure yet. 
Proprietary Products 
The case of PictureTel has been explained earlier. To face the situation, 
MEL should strengthen ties with allies like CSL and JOS. MEL should offer 
services to them for installation and after-sales services to erode their incentive 
to forward integrate into the installation business. In fact, MEL has reached a 
preliminary agreement with JOS on PictureTel that JOS will channel all 
installation work to MEL when a deal is closed. On equal basis, MEL will 
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refer all enquiries on PictureTel to JOS and will not install PictureTel systems 
without passing through the marketing mechanism of JOS. JOS, having just 
two persons looking after PictureTel, will have the benefit of achieving high 
sales volume without worrying about installation. MEL will have the marketing 
image of JOS and a steady inflow of projects. This will be complimentary to 
the strategies of upgrading the clientele. 
Who are the customers ？ 
Upgrade Clientele 
Many clients served in the last four years patroned on MEL more than 
once. They are generally the bigger companies with premises scattered within 
the colony. MEL has reached a point where cold calls are unnecessary. It is 
suggested that MEL will concentrate on developing relationship with clients 
having the facilities, needs and financial powers to provide serial jobs. MEL 
should also make an effort to go through the bureaucracy of public utility 
companies to establish a standard. Establishing standards is a way to secure 
continual business from bureaucratic clients. 
Direct Clientele 
Taking care of clients by Kanny has the disadvantage of paying a high 
commission to him. The portion attributable to the sales office has been take 
care of by establishing MEL's own office. With its own office and general 
manager MEL can reduce the proportion of jobs handled by Kanny from 70% 
to estimated 50% of total project value in 94/95 and fuither down later. This is 
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designed to replace agents with internal staff to give a more stable client base 
and better control of client information. 
Improve Image 
With the upgrading of clientele, MEL should promote the image of the 
company as a dependable, high-tech and knowledgeable firm. Acquiring its 
own office, going for IS09002 certification is also part of the strategy to 
improve the image. 
Segmental Marketing 
The marketing strategies for each client group will be different. MEL 
should continue the outpacing strategies with new technologies. New features 
will be sold to Group 1 clients at a higher price in the first instance. These will 
then be standardised and sold to Group 2 clients at a lower price in larger 
volume. MEL should wait for the Group 3 clients to upgrade to Group 2 and 
should not comprise quality for price. Meanwhile, MEL should exploit the 
market just opened up for the two extension and expansion business : 





MEL has been shaped by market forces in the last four years from a 
public address system installer to a specialist in computerised controls. Though 
the net profit of MEL itself was as low as 3% of the revenue in 93/94, large 
benefits have been gained by the proprietor and the salesperson, each in the 
region of 7% of the revenue. MEL itself gained in reputation，connections, 
experiences and a better equipped workshop. 
MEL has sharp responses to client requirements, quick assimilation of 
technologies and favourable payment terms from clients. The proposed 
changes will increase the annual expenses of 94/95 by 55% in comparison to 
93/94 expenses, within which 21% would have been needed anyway. The price 
for the changes will therefore be 34% of the expenses in 93/94. In return, MEL 
will rectify the painful commission arrangements with Kaimy just when it 
begins to back-fire, strengthen marketing, improve the image by adding the 
technostructure and have a healthier operating core. 
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Environment 
MEL operates in an environment of high entry barrier, low substitute 
threat，moderate buyer bargaining power, high supplier bargaining power and 
low industry rivalry. The main strategies can be built around these factors : 
New Entrants 
The industry is easy to enter but difficult to flourish. MEL can make use 
of these new entrants to build a team of followers for subletting parts of the 
work. 
Industry Rivalry 
As the relationships are on a job-by-job basis, MEL should maintain 
overall harmony by focusing more on the long term mutual benefits instead of 
short term gain in each project. 
Threat of Substitutes 
MEL do not have to react to every threat. Realistic threats, usually from 
abroad, can be neutralised by alliance. This is possible because these vendors 
would need local help to gain a foothold. 
Buyers' Bargaining Power 
The major clients of MEL, especially the Group 1 clients, do not view 
price as the most important factor in the decision for installing a system. 
Buyers do not have much bargaining power if MEL stays within a moderate 
margin. Using the proposed costing system as a tool, MEL can keep a flexible 
approach in pricing and let selected clients enjoy the benefits of standardisation. 
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Suppliers' Bargaining Power 
This is the most important controlling factor on the business. MEL can 
only backward integrate, i.e. equipment trading, simple manufacturing, for 
those Items it can do so or form alliances, i.e. with proprietary products 
manufacturers, for those items it cannot. 
Strategies 
The changes are proposed along two lines : 
• How does the company operates ？ 
• What does it produce ？ 
• Who does the company sell its products to ？ 
The answers to the first and second questions are basically related to 
operations and would yield the operation plans. Answers to the third question 
are related to marketing and would lead to the marketing plans. 
Operation Plans 
The operation plans attend to the following issues : 
• Propose an indicator of productivity (Costs of Engineers / Costs of 
Technicians) and establish a reference level for it. 
• Reorganise the company to provide a technostructure 
• Improve credit situation by enhancing bank relationship and pursuit better 
payment terms. 
• Stop using the low utilisation, high cost facilities 
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• Implement a more logical costing system so that the company can react 
more effectively in price adjustments in response to changes in supply 
conditions and client requirements 
• Given that not much can be done in creating knowledge, the system of 
collecting, storing and retrieving knowledge should be improved. It would 
be nothing more sophisticated than assigning a technician to take over the 
job from Tony, who has more important things to do. 
• Pursuit the high-profit and steady income maintenance market in which 
MEL has absolute advantage on its own clients. 
• Begin preparation for achieving IS09002 certification. 
• Seek alliance with proprietary products as soon as their competitive 
advantages are obvious. 
Marketing Plans 
The marketing plans will look after the following issues: 
• Improve grade and composition of clientele. Focus on those clients with 
potential to provide jobs in a series because standardisation is the main 
strategic tool for cutting costs and outbidding competitors. 
• Increase control over clientele by replacing agents with internal staff 
• Design two different strategies for two major client groups so that the high 
prices charged on Group 1 clients will help offering lower prices to Group 2 
clients. 
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Necessity to Change 
The forecast of revenue for 94/95 has been conservative, viz : 
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91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 Estimate 
At the beginning of 94/95，MEL already has $5.46 millions worth of 
projects in hand and bidding for $3 millions more. The estimated growth is 
both in real terms ($3.83 millions for 94/95，$4.68 millions in 93/94) and 
percentage terms (47% in 94/95, 134% in 93/94) smaller than that achieved in 
the previous years. Such conservative approach has three meanings : 
• To acknowledge the volatile nature of the business 
• To ensure that the plans are financially viable even in the worst situations 
• Growth would level off if changes were not implemented 
The proposed changes will only lay a foundation for the development. 
Provided that MEL can keep its vivid and rigorous corporate culture, the 
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Appendix 1 
HISTORY OF MEDIA-GO ENGINEERING LIMITED 
Audi-Gospel Broadcasting Limited 
In 1984, five young Christians formed a company called Audi-Gospel 
Broadcasting Limited. The idea was started by Milton Leung and Joel Lam. 
Through connections in church, they assembled a team with the addition of 
Tony Yeung, Joseph Cho and Janet Lai. 
The idea of forming a company spun largely from the personal interests 
of the founders. Their brief backgrounds is given here : 
Milton Leung 
He studied in the Hong Kong Polytechnic on electronics and 
broadcasting related subjects. He was an audiophile - a name given to people 
ranging from those who enjoy canned music to those who simply try to excel 
peers with sophisticated audio systems. Milton can be considered as an 
audiophiles with some technical background. 
Joel Lam 
He was a singer of western vocal music and properly trained to be a 
church minister. He chose not to be a pastor but earn a living by holding 
private tuitions on vocal singing. His wife hold piano classes in the same 
premises. 
Tony Yeung 
As a classmate of Milton Leung at the Hong Kong Polytechnic studying 
roughly the same subjects, he was much influenced by Milton in his choice of 
subjects in the belief of a bright future. He is an easy-going perfectionist with 
not much planning talent. 
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Joseph Cho 
He graduated from Hong Kong University in 1981. He was qualified in 
1985 as a chartered quantity surveyor. His profession has little linkage with the 
audio field except that he is familiar with the hardware involved. Another 
relevant aspect of his background is that he grew up in a lock factory. This 
gave him advantages in designing the fixing details for equipment. 
Janet Lai 
She holds a first degree in Social Sciences from the Chinese University 
of Hong Kong and a second degree in business administration from the same 
university. Her main reason for joining the consortium is to try out some of the 
stuffs learning at school. 
The company was formed to capture two lines of business : 
1. To design and install higher quality public address system in churches. It 
was thought that enhancing the audibility of messages in the scantuary also 
has the spiritual meaning of help spreading the gospel. 
2. To provide higher quality on-site recordings for preaches, concerts and 
crusades. This was inspired by the appreciation of high quality gospel 
recordings from abroad. In contrast to the usual employment of cassette 
tape recorder and cheap microphones, Audi-Gospel used a STUDER (a 
Swiss manufacturer) open-reel recorder and AKG (a Germany make) studio 
microphones. The quality of the recordings surpassed that of contemporary 
local counterparts. 
In December 1984, the five gathered about $100,000 capital and rented 
1000 square feet of office space at Mongkok. It was partly used as a workshop 
and the rest as office and studio. Two technicians and a clerk was added to 
form a team of eight. Tony Yeung worked full time while the others remained 
in their own occupation and helped in off-hours. Joel Lam, being freer in 
managing time, agreed to work on the marketing side. The structure was : 
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During its existence, the company undertook two major sound system 
installation contracts, among many smaller jobs, and performed one on-site 
recording. 
The two church projects were both obtained by connection, not through 
open competition. Both projects failed to yield the promised feedback control 
which was used as a selling point. It was envisaged that introducing feedback 
suppressers into the system will eliminate feedback thereby increase the highest 
volume attainable. Upon testing, it was found that the custom-built suppresser 
was useless but functional proprietary models were prohibitedly expensive. 
The clients eventually waived the requirement of feedback control. 
The only recording performed was for a speech given in 1985 by James 
Erving, the former astronaut. Some 1,000 copies of tape were distributed. As 
the technical requirements of recording speeches is relatively simple, the high 
quality achieved failed to stand out for this production. Audi-Gospel did not 
survive to exploit its technical advantage in music recording. 
By mid-1986, the capital dried up and morale was low. The company 
was wound up at the end of 1986. 
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Tony Yeung was hurt most by the failure of Audio-Gospel because he 
arranged his studies to suit the company's needs. Yet there are things to be 
leamt which helped the establishment of the succeeding company : 
1. Milton Leung, the technological figure-head, did not have thorough 
knowledge of the products. The feedback suppresser is an example. Milton 
thought that he can control feedback at a low cost using a circuit read from 
a magazine. He designed it into the system without testing it. The simple 
circuit was in fact useless and commercial available suppressers are 
complicated and expensive. His boastful character led others to believe in 
false capabilities of the company. This is the major reason of failure. 
2. The founders relied too much on personal interests, disregarding market 
realities and failed to found out why customers prefer cheap products of low 
quality. 
3. The founders were inexperienced and had different philosophies. Janet Lai, 
being a MBA, thought of management styles more suitable for larger firms. 
Tony Yeung was reluctant to plan ahead. He also managed the office in a 
celebrity atmosphere which does not match the striving reality of the 
company. Joel Lam, on the other hand, always look for quick returns that 
usually do not associate with new companies. 
4. High-cost engineers were used to do the low-cost technicians'jobs because 
there was not enough technicians - a dilemma faced by many new 
companies. A balance has to be struck between cost-efficiency (good 
engineer/technician ratio) and low startup cost (fewer technicians). 
5. There was no financial planning. The use of high-rent office space partly as 
workshop proved to be lethal. The productivity and overheads were not 
monitored in the early days to ensure survival. 
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The free-lance period 
Tony Yeung two and a half years gaining experiences from working for 
two companies: 
Associated Consulting Engineers - a sound systems consultant 
Tony Yeung spent eighteen months working on projects in Hong Kong, 
Xinjiang, Guangzhou and many Chinese large cities. This gave him solid 
training in applying academic knowledge to site conditions, especially when 
working alone in China with limited resources. 
Kumagai Gumi - a building contractor 
He was allocated to coordinate the overall "low-voltage" system (that is, 
anything not related to electricity power supply) for the Cultural Centre at 
Tsimshatsui. Looking in retrospective, this gave him experience in managing 
the inter-relationship of many disciplines. His scope of ability was much 
widened there. 
In the interim Tony Yeung and Joseph Cho undertook three sound 
system installation contracts using the facilities of the lock factory own by the 
Cho family. Finally they decided in 1989 to form Media-Go Engineering 
Limited. 
Media-Go Engineering Limited 
In 1990, Tony Yeung and Joseph Cho decide to establish a company to 
take up the sound system installation business and search for a way out from 
there. Summarising previous experiences, they decided on two strategic 
objectives : 
1. The business must be money making. The mission to serve the church 
must not be interpreted as giving the church discounts or project priority. 
Support to the church (when, where, how, why and who will receive 
donation) is a separate decision based on the profit status. 
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2. The business must be based on those technologies to which established 
organisations would have no obvious competitive advantage in economies 
of scale or technological edge. They characterised that the technology 
must have a combination of the following features : new technology, niche 
market，customer specific, intermittent upgrade needed by customer, user 
training essential and simplifies present operations. 
They established the new workshop at Chakuoling in Eastern Kowloon. 
It is accessible from a back lane behind a row of old buildings. Rent was 
cheap. After three years of operation, the duet identified three areas of 
business along the line of Objective 2 above : 
1. Computerised controls for electronic presentation system. The usual 
system components include video projector, video cassette recorder, laser 
disc player, CD-ROM based sources, visualiser, broadcast tuner, etc. and, 
most important, a control console which has gone through three phases of 
development: 
• a multi-function remote control unit with customised buttons 
• a touch screen with programmed display to suit different operation groups 
• a remote control unit with only a trackball and a few buttons. All controls 
are done by maneuvering the on-screen pointer with the trackball and 
activation by the button. 
2. Videoconferencing using a system of television cameras, television 
monitors, telephone lines and control gears. The main task is to control 
the cameras to automatically point to whoever speaks. 
3. Lighting control for specific needs. The first projects are for hotel rooms. 
All three areas fit most of the requirements of Objective 2. They have 
one feature in common - heavy reliance on computer programming and 
customised service. 
Job Record Photograph : Philip Morris (Asia) Inc. & Star TV 
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Broadroom in Philip Morris Asia Inc. is located at Pacific Place II，it is equipped with Barco Data Video 
Projector, Sony U-Matic, Panasonic S-VHS, Barco T V Tuner, Tascam Cassette Desk, Canon Video Visualiser and 
Crestron Remote Control System. Motorised Sliding Door Mechanism was also built for this specific application. 
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Data Video Projector, Barco Video Monitors, Sony U-Matic, Panasonic S-VHS, Barco TV Tuner, Tascam Cassette 
Deck, Canon Video Visualiser and Crestron Remote Control System. 
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CRESTRON MEDIA-GO 
Programmable Handheld Infrared Remote Control Panel with Liquid Crystal Display 
Presentation Room in J. Walter Thompson Co.. Ltd. is located at Shui On Center, this system is 
equipped with Barco Graphic Video Projector, Sony U-Matic, Pioneer Laser Disc Player, Sharp VHS, 
Yamaha Cassette Desk, Sony Video Monitor, Kodak Slide Projector and Crestron Remote Control 
System. This system is also specially designed to match with the Interior Design andfor the future 
Video Conferencing System Installation. 
M Media-Go Engineering Ltd. 厘供星‘ m — 
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Job Record Photograph : Bowen Hill Apartment (2) 
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Irregular Shape Motorised Hanging Mechanism for the Dressing Room, the user can use a handheld remote unit to control the motion and direction of the Mechanism. 
M Media-Go Engineering Ltd. MBf Member of 美歌工程有限公司 腦 重 ^ 1；：===广 
- Tel: (852) 775 0592 \ Fax: (852) 775 7306 — 
Job Record Photograph : Citibank Plaza & Goldman Sachs Video 
Conferencing System 
Video Conferencing Room in Cititbank Plaza is located at Citibank Plaza, Central, it is 
equipped with Crestron Remote Control System, GPT H.261 Video Codec, Barco Video 
Monitor, 3-CCD Face Camera, Shure Automatic Microphone System. All the control features 
can be controlled by a buttonless Touch Screen Control Panel. This is the most advance 
Video Conferencing System in Hong Kong. 
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Audio & Video Conferencing Room in Goldman Sachs (Asia) Ltd. is located at Asia Pacific 
Finance Tower, this system is equipped with AMX Remote Control System, PictureTel Video 
Conferencing Equipment, Barco Data Video Projector, Hitachi VHS. 
M Media-Go Engineering Ltd. m m ^ k . 
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Appendix 2 
MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
The major technological forces relevant to the business of MEL are in 
three areas : the electronic presentation equipment, videoconferencing and 
personal computers. 
The electronic presentation system 
Sources 
The evolution of signal sources have been in the direction of improving 
capacity, convenience of use, quality, freedom from noise and immunity to 
damage. Signal sources can be broadly classified into six groups: 
• Mechanical media such as conventional analogue records are basically 
eliminated from the market due to obsolesce. 
• Magnetic media include all forms of magnetic tapes and disks have high 
transfer rates but are vulnerable to damage, infested by noise and wears with 
each use. The density of data is also low. Examples are the video cassette, 
floppy disks, audio cassettes. Digital Audio Tape (DAT) and Digital 
Compact Cassette (DCC). 
• Laser based media include disks of various sizes from twelve inches to 2.5 
inches in diameter. The popular formats are the twelve inches Video Laser 
Disk (LD), the 5.25 inches Compact Disk (CD) and the 2.5 inches Mini 
Disk (MD). They are all produced by digitising the signal and recording the 
digits by etching pits in the metal film coated on a polycarbonate disk. In 
playing back, these pits are read by a laser beam to pickup a stream of 0 and 
1 and thereby reassemble the original signal. As the playback device has no 
contact with the disk, no damage was done during playback and the disks 
theoretically can last forever. The laser beam can be focused to a fine point 
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(15 microns) and tracks can be packed closed together. Being cheap to 
produce, long lasting and have huge capacity, they are almost ideal except 
that the transfer rate is slower than that of magnetic disks. Both the LD and 
CD are marketed in the read-only format. The re-writable laser disk, such 
as the MD, is a newcomer to the scene. 
The CD format is of particular high potential and has no less than ten 
variants. The CD-ROM and CD-XA are the computer based CD. CD-
PHOTO is a specialised version of CD-ROM for storing photographs for 
display on television. CD-AUDIO is the common music CD available from 
record outlets. CD-G is a variant of CD-AUDIO with addition of graphics 
(usually lyrics) for display on television while playing the music. CD-I is 
an interactive version of CD which allows the user to interact with the 
machine to control the mode of playback. Software in this category include 
interactive games, learning packages, interactive bible stories and 
informative titles. 
• Electromagnetic waves transmitted through the air include broadcast from 
two licensed television stations. Viewers in Hong Kong can receive signals 
from about ten satellites operated by Japan, the United States and one from 
Hong Kong. 
• Wired services come in two possibilities at the moment. The Cable TV has 
started operating in Shatin by laying purpose made wires feeding each 
subscriber. Another possibility is held by the owner of the telephone 
network. Hong Kong Telecom. By employing data compression, it is 
possible to transmit more complex signals along telephone lines. No 
definite decision was announced yet. 
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Monitoring devices 
There are three types of monitoring device : the Cathode Ray Tube 
(CRT), the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and the Videowall. The CRT is the 
common television set. A variant called the CRT projector is the major 
monitoring device used in presentation systems. LCD utilises ultra-thin metal 
films to affect the polarity of suspended liquid crystals between two transparent 
plates. The advantage of LCD is low power consumption, light weight and thin 
construction. The disadvantages are high cost, restrictive viewing angle, 
sluggish response, low brightness, low resolution and shorter life. This make 
them the only choice in portable systems. The LCD projector is a rapidly 
developing substitute of the CRT projector. Meanwhile, the best CRT projector 
delivers light intensity of 900 lumens with resolution of about 1,125 lines. The 
LCD projector excels in brightness (over 1,000 lumens) but the resolution is 
just sufficient 
for traditional VHS format (about 240 lines on screen). The Videowall is a 
composite wall of CRT or LCD screens. 
The two major broadcasting formats, NTSC of Japan and USA and PAL 
of UK and China, have resolutions of 525 lines and 625 lines respectively. 
Japan, USA and Europe are developing their own form of High Definition TV 
(HDTV), aiming at resolution of 1,125 lines. 
Processing and control 
The three jargons in this area are digital, data compression and optical 
transmission. 
Signals were traditionally transmitted along lines as fluctuations in 
electrical currents. The process of digitising transform these signals into 
discrete pulses which represents 0 and 1 which travels along the lines as such. 
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Digitising has many advantages : 
• No noise 
• Error correction possible 
• Can be manipulated in the interim 
• Can be compressed 
• Can be mixed with other signals and later sieved out again 
• Can travel long distance without loss 
• Security by coding 
That brings us to data compression. The basic dilemma is that the video 
signal of a frame contains a vast amount of data but at least 25 frames per 
second is required for jerk free motions. The rate of transmission along a wire 
is limited by the physical properties of the wire. Transmitting in uncompressed 
form will have pictures showing up at unbearably low rate of, say, a frame per 
two minutes. The solution is to compress the data at the transmitting end and 
de-compress at the receiving end. Compression is a technique of representing a 
string of data with one code so that strings of data will be reduced to several 
codes. High efficiency of compression is therefore a mathematical achievement 
rather than an engineering one. Moderately advanced compression systems, 
such as that used by PictureTel, can now achieve a 1:800 compression ratio. A 
not so accurate analogy is that they can mathematically represent 800 data items 
by one code. 
In addition to compression, the rate of transmission can also be changed 
by improving the wire. Optical fibres, utilising the property of total internal 
reflection in a transparent medium, allow signals to travel in the form of light 
with the advantage of speed, low loss and multiplexing. 
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The development of personal computer 
Processing power 
The personal computer was started by IBM in 1981 with a 8088 CPU by 
Intel Corporation. The latest CPU, called the Pentium, is capable of 
commanding machines more than 300 times faster than the 8088-based 
machine. Prices of the latest machines are in real terms the same as that in 
1981. Computing power are therefore much cheaper these days. There are two 
implications : possibilities of using computers in presentations are higher and 
manufacturers are more willing to build a CPU into their product (mainly 
control devices) to offer sophisticated features. 
Presentation software 
Hardware possibilities opened up software markets for presentation 
software. The latest software combine ease of use, high graphics quality, 
impressive screen transition, low production time and abundant video-clippings. 
Scanners, slide converters and negative converters all help to channel all other 
forms of presentation into the electronic medium. 
In parallel, there was drawing software for the production of stunning electronic 
drawings. There are also clippings libraries in the form of CD-ROM. 
Electronic highway 
Email, or the latest V-mail, opens another channel of accessing 
information for presentation. 
Appendix 3 
THREAT OF PROPRIETARY PRODUCTS AND PICTURETEL 
General 
Proprietary products entering market is an opportunity as well as a 
threat. I will use the videoconferencing system to illustrate this point. 
The pilot videoconferencing MEL installed at the City Plaza in 1993 was 
an assembled system. Most of the equipment used was not designed for 
videoconferencing, viz.: 
SONY Betamovie Broadcasting camcorder 
BARCO monitors General viewing 
SHURE PZM News broadcasting 
CRESTRON General control, not adapted to 
videoconferencing 
JBL Control 5 speakers General listening, not adapted to feedback 
control 
The only custom built device for videoconferencing is a console based 
on CRESTRON plus PAN-TILT-ZOOM-FOCUS control at the camera and a 
voice activation mechanism (so that the camera can point to who ever speaks). 
The additional problems encountered by videoconferencing are : 
• The zooming, auto focusing and auto-aperture control at the camera must be 
faster than that used for normal shooting. 
• As the system would be used in less-than-optimum acoustic environment 
than that in a recording studio, the pickup characteristic of microphones 
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must be cater for multi-point sound sources, elimination of ambient noise, 
variable pointing patterns, moving sound sources and feedback control. 
• Monitors would need magnetic shielding for use in proximity to speakers 
• The PAN-TILT devices would best be designed to move only the optical 
elements instead of，as in the City Plaza project, moving the whole 
camcorder (weighing about ten kilograms with batteries) which inherits vast 
trade-off in speed and positional accuracy. 
• Control layouts are not specifically designed for videoconferencing resulting 
in queer operational logic and redundant steps. 
PictureTel 
PictureTel was established in 1986 to develop products addressing to the 
above problems. These are their solutions : 
• Develop camera in alliance with TOSHIBA with rapid zooming, auto 
focusing and auto-aperture control and auto-white balancing. Also the 
PAN-TILT is done on the lenses only for fast action 
• Develop microphones with automatic changeable polar pattern and 
automatic gain control. 
The polar pattern describes the pointing characteristic of a microphone. The 
omni-direction is one extreme by which the microphone has equal 
sensitivity in all directions. The hyper-cardiod is another extreme by which 
the microphone is highly sensitive in one direction. The polar pattern of a 
microphone is controlled by the physical construction of the microphone. 
PictureTel succeeded in producing a 
microphone which is normally omni-directional to pickup whoever speaks 
but, one activated, will switch to hyper-cardiod to point to the person who 
continue speaking. 
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The automatic gain control aims at the problem of "echo" associated with 
pickup devices used by handfree telephones. It will also solve the problem 
of a speaker moving around the room. 
• Custom built control with graphical control buttons would bring the system 
closer to the layman. 
When PictureTel entered Hong Kong in 1993，they chose to appoint CSL 
and Jardine Office Systems to be the distributor. MEL has no way to compete 
with them with the crude system at City Plaza and would not be appointed a 
distributor in front of the big boys. MEL can only gain by working under CSL 
and JOS (which they did) to acquire a share of the videoconferencing boom. 
Appendix 4 
WORKSHOP AT CHAKUOLING 
The workshop at Chakuoling was rented for $6,800 per month in 
October 1990 for three years. It was situated at a back lane though accessible 
by vehicle. MEL spend some money on the basic cleaning up and the majority 
of the fitting out was done by Choi. 
In 1993, MEL agreed with the landlord to extend the tenancy for one 
year and include the cockloft into the tenancy. The rent was revised to $9,000 
per month but the total area was expanded to about 100m2. 
MEL uses the front portion of Ground Floor as the office and the rear 
portion as hardware workshop. The cockloft was reserved for software 
development, equipment testing and storage. Two floor plans are attached. 
The main disadvantage of this workshop is a poor image, not towards 
customers, but towards technicians. MEL had great difficulties in employing 
technicians mostly due to this factor. 
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Workshop at Chakuoling - Front door 
Workshop at Chakuoling - Ground Floor office 
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Appendix 5 
PROJECTS LIST AND EXPENSES ANALYSIS 
The projects list was collected from company files. It is the basis of all 
the analysis carried out in this project. In the lower portion of the simplified 
financial run-down, I attempted to address the issue of break-even for MEL. It 
can be looked at in two ways : 
1. Break-even of Gross Profit against Expenses (cumulative) occurred in 
93/94. This is remarkable for a company like MEL. 
2. The salaries of Tony have been the main expense item. If we add Tony's 
salaries back into the Gross Profit and consider the break-even situation 
again, the break-even occurred about half a year earlier. The maximum 
cumulative trading loss (adding back Tony's salaries) was about $0.5 
millions which is already quite substantial for Tony. 
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Complete CMot HK$ M Tvpeof Job Equipment 
90.07 Rhenish Church Kowloon 0.08 Sound Reinforcement JBL, NIKKO 
90.08 Paladin Investment Co. Ltd 0.18 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
90.10 HK Peninsula Hotel 0.02 Video Projector BARCO 
90.12 Pleasure Boat "Cora Princess" 0.02 Hookup & Tune BARCO 
90.12 Bowen Hill Apartment, Ms Ong 0.31 AV Control System NEC, CRESTRON 
90.12 Hutchison Telecommuniciations Ltd 0.13 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
91.03 Aetna Investment Limited 0.03 Video Projector BARCO 
Total 90/91 0.77 
91.04 Philip Morris (Asia) Inc. 0.22 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
91.06 Grace Lutheran Church 0.06 Sound Reinforcement JBL, ROTEL 
91.07 StarTV 0.17 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.01 China Lights Power Co. Ltd. 0.14 A V Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.02 Union Bank of Switzerland 0.06 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.02 Havi Group 0.15 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.03 Worlder Shipping Co. Ltd. 0.02 Video Projector BARCO 
Total 91/92 0.82 
92.04 Digital Equipment Corporation 0.80 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.04 Tung Wah Group of Hospitals 0.03 Video Projector BARCO 
92.05 HK Telecom Training & Management 0.42 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.06 HK Telecom Corporate Affairs 0.16 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.06 Glaxo, Shanghai 0.05 Video Projector BARCO 
92.08 A.S. Watsons 0.15 AV Control System BARCO. CRESTRON 
92.08 Salon Films Demonstration Room 0.04 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.09 Robinson Department Store, Manila 0.21 AV Control System GEC, CRESTRON 
92.09 Sonopress Pan Asia Limited 0.05 Videoconferencing NTS control 
92.09 Leo Burnett, Phase I 0.18 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.10 Goldman Sachs 0.15 Videoconferencing PictureTel Codec 
92.10 HK Telecom HQ Boardroom 0.12 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.10 Macau Telecom 0.15 Videoconferencing GPT Codec 
92.10 J.Walter Thompson 0.18 A V Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.12 China Satellite Launch Co. Ltd. 0.08 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.12 Reuters Hong Kong Limited 0.10 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
92.12 Immanuel Baptist Church 0.12 Sound reinforcement JBL, ROTEL 
93.01 Euromarket Limited 0.12 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.02 Glory Circle Group 0.08 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.02 R.J. Reynolds Tobacco International 0.30 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
Total 92/93 ~ 3.49 
93.04 Citibank Plaza Central 0.32 Videoconferencing GPT Codec 
93.08 Jardine Office Systems 0.40 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.09 Cheung Kong (Holdings) Limited 1.25 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.10 Shell Hong Kong Limited 0.48 Videoconferencing BARCO. CRESTRON 
93.10 Seagram Asia Pacific 0.12 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.11 Hewlett Packard 0.12 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.11 HKSAR Communication Office 0.24 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
93.11 Regent on the Park 0.12 AV Control System BARCO. CRESTRON 
93.12 Free China Review 4.00 AV Control System GEC, AMX 
94.02 Leo Burnett, Phase II 0.12 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
94.02 Ruttonjee Hospital 0.45 AV Control System GEC, CRESTRON 
94.02 Goldman Sachs, second system 0.15 Videoconferencing PictureTel Codec 
94.03 Hang Lung (Agencies) Limited 0.10 AV Control System GEC, CRESTRON 
94.03 Bank of America 0.12 AV Control System BARCO, CRESTRON 
94.04 Mandarin Oriental Hotel 0.18 Room Lighting Control CRESTRON 
Total 93/94 S.'TT" 
Jobs for 94/95 (as on 1 Apri I 1994) 
ABB HK Office AV System and Control 
HK Electric AV System 
HK Telecom CSL, PictureTel Showroom 
HK Telecom CSL Shop video wall 
HK Telecom LCD Panel, LCD Projector and AV 
J. Waiter Thompson AV System 
Merrilyn Lynch Videoconferencing 
Peninsula Hotel AV System and Control 
Saatchi & Saatchi Projector only 
Shui On Construction Videoconferencing 
Warner Music AV System 
Bidding (as on 1 April 1994) 
China Light and Power Co. Ltd., Videoconferencing 
EVERGO AV System and Control 
Grand Hyatt Hotel, Room Lighting Control 
HK Air Cargo Terminal Limited AV system 
Hutchison Whampoa Centre, Videoconferencing 
KCRC Training Centre AV System and Control 
Lehman Brothers AV System and Control 
Motorola Videoconferencing and AV 
O&M (Advertising agent), AV System 
Residence at Repulse Bay, Home AV 
Residence of Ben Chang, Havi Group, Home AV 
Seagram Renovation, AV System 
Shatin Prince of Wales Hospital AV System 
Swire Conference Centre Reprogramming 

































Simplified financial run-down 1990 to 1994 
• §0/91 9 1 ^ 92m §3/94 
Salaries Annual expenses $ $ $ $ 
HAPPIE Book keeper -- 26,000 26,000 26,000 
MAN Part-time Clerk — - . . 60,000 
t o n y Chief Engineer 260,000 325,000 390,000 455:000 
PATRICK Software Engineer - - . . 299,000 
CHI Technician - 84,500 91.000 104:000 
WAI Technician 78,000 84,500 91,000 104,000 
CHOI Hardware Engineer (Note 1) - - . . . . 
KANNY Sales I Client liaison (Notes 2) - - 209,400 550.000 
338.000 520.000 807.400 1.598.000 
Premises 
Rent for workshop 81,600 81,600 81,600 114,000 
Electricity 12,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 
Consumables 18,000 24,000 24,000 30,000 
Rates for workshop 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 
129.600 141.600 141.600 180.000 
Communication 
Telephone and IDD charges 18,000 18,000 24,000 24,000 
Mobile Phone charges 12,000 14,400 18,000 13.200 
30.000 32,400 42,000 37.200 
Depreciation fall straight line. 3 or 4 years) 
TRUEBLESS 486DX Computer 1 3,667 3,667 3,667 — 
TRUEBLESS 486DX Computer 2 -- 4,000 4,000 4,000 
TRUEBLESS 486DX Computer 3 - - 5,000 5,000 
CANON BJ-330 Bubblejet printer 2,333 2,333 2,333 — 
Black & White Scanner 2667 2667 2667 -
HP LASERJET-4 laser printer - -- 4,667 4,667 
CANON BJC-800 Colour printer — - - 4,833 
LASER LAPTOP AT Computer 8,667 8,667 8,667 — 
PHILIPS LAPTOP 486 Computer - — - 9,667 
MOTOROLA 9200 Mobile phone 7333 7333 7333 -
MOTOROLA MICROTACII Mobile phone - — - 7,000 
Workshop fittings Stage 1 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Workshop fittings Stage 2 ~ 3750 
Other equipment 15.000 15.000 15,000 15,000 
44.667 48.667 58.333 58.917 
ssssdbsssB^SBaBBdBBSSBBB^^^BBSB^BaBaSBBsasai 
Sundries 
Transportation 24.000 30.000 36.000 42,000 
Analysis $'000.000 $'000.000 $.000.000 S'OOO.OOO 
Annual expenses 0.57 0.77 1.09 1.92 
Cumulative annual expenses 0.57 1.34 2.42 4.34 
Annual revenue 0.77 0.82 3.49 8.17 
Cumulative annual revenue 0.77 1.59 5.08 13.25 
Annual gross profit (based on 50% overall markup) 0.26 0.27 1.16 2.72 
Cumulative annual gross profit 0.26 0.53 1.69 4.42 
Cumulative annual gross profit plus Tony's salaries 0.52 0.86 2.08 4.87 
1 - Choi is allowed to use workshop for his own jobs. He does not draw salaries from MEL 
Instead, he charges MEL for the hardware items provided by him. 
2 - Kanny provides sales office which also carries other businesses. He charges MEL 
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